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Holland City News.
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the f,m"y
of 'h8 c*rrlog8 hl, re,lden88 morning they were brought before Esquire
B ^ fou ml n h • o ce in Rm WarKrue^torh0, to the Anderson boys who will refit tbe
State University. The doctor graduated I
®1"8 ’ 'wo[ounk me“
^ I Post, who gsve them verlou. sentencee,
on Eighth street.
vessel and sail her this summer. The conwith .large class and had the honor of 88 by08“ .‘a<1 ““
b8C*“8 r»o»ing (mm ten to flfieeu day. each in
YfREMERN, fi... Physicianand Surgeon. Res- 1 sideration WAS $750.
being appointed class orator. Dr. Bos- ,rikht8“ed “u r,n 'wliy' \n* 11 ,l8 *lrl our county Jail. It would seem to ui
Xk. idence on Twelfthstreet, cor. of Market 8t.
n? to iK»r“.“”(i W P°m I Editor Run, of the Allegan Gaaifo, man lotenda locallng at Kalamazoo an(] I waa sli11 ln the ^carriage and Mr. De Roo that ,he enactment of e locel lew dispoiR. Kanters hu sold
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out a fioe on our atreeta under the dlrec-

le*m *rrlTed “ Muket
they turned and overturned the
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buggy aDd fortunately broke the whiliie- tk>D of the itreet commissioner and city
Large
crowds
are
expected
at
the
park
I trees lettingthe horses loose from the car- marshal, would undoubtedly be tbe best
Tbs sad news reached this city last
to day. The A. B. Taylor and Macatawa riage and undoubtedly saving him and the way t0 d|gp<)8eof tbe tramp qUettion If
* BRdSer?n<fAnS’
morning from Albany, N. Y,
that the mother of Rev. Dr. Phelps had will run hourly trips between the park child from possible Mrious Injury. As it tbe pjan can bc Buccesjfnlly carried out
and Eighth streets.
and the city. There will be* music was the carriage was badly demoralized QannoUbe p|an ^
y
TT7YKRUYSEN. H., dealer in Watches, Clocks, departed this life at her home In that city.
and bowery dances there, and tbe skating and Mr. De Roo and daughter received
Tv Jewelry and dpectaolea,cor. Ninth and Cedar streets.
Outside of the excursions on Macatawa 'rink will be open for all who want to | few slight
A New Building fer Hope College,
Bay by the ateamen Macatawa and A. B. skate. In the evening a display of fireIn addition to the changes in the pmon>
Taylor, with brass bands aboard, tbe cel- works will be mado from tbe top of
d Wife Deserter.
riel of the faculty of Hope College, menebration of the Fourth at* Holland will be “Lookout Mountain.” All who come will
Two weeks ago M. F. Adair, the I tioned by us last week, it should also be
small.
be entertained and amused.
i. o. of o. r.
carriage painter, bid bis crippled wife stated that by tbe united efforts of (he
Holland City
Lodge,
„
> . No.
, 1M, Independent, The fine private residence of Mr. A. M.
Mr. Albert Fairbanks, of Fillmore, I E^d-bye and aald be wu going to tee if friends of the Instilntioo,under the lead
' Jhllows, b .....
Kan, er., which I, b.log built on West brought to our office last Wednesday a be 6001(1 catch 101116 white bua in the of the Alumni, a strong pull will be made
Watcbii sad Jflfelry.
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bruises.
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mi.h. pail of the largest and finest strawberries***?' He Parted out and hu not since for tbe erection of a new hall or recitation
Te Roller, of Grand Rapida, haa tbe con- that we have seen this season. Tbe berries ^ten 8060 ber> 0u 6 careful MaIcb il building, at tbe cost of fifteen thousand
tract for balidlngt
were of tbe Sharpless variety and tbe waf discovered that be bad been to Mas dollars. The want of more and suitable

I -

of

to meet the Increased demands of
m^riod life and tbe college during the past two or thre*
trlp on Uke Michlg*11 ,rom lh8groT8 ,nd Twenty-nine of them filled a quart box. WM never *oln* t0 return 10 Wl wir°- The year,t lbe ^b)11*1111®111of a Theological
evenings, Jan. bs,
28. Feb. 86,
», March 26, April 22,
», | park, every afternoon at three o’clock.
They were beauties and of deliciousflavor. P00* woman laft alone, with but one arm, seminary,tbe well-directedefforta that ar»
May 27, June 94, Julv 28, Ang. 10, Sept. 23, Oct. 81,
Fare only ten cents. This will be a very
Nov. 18, Dec. 16. tit. Jokn.s days June 24, ana
Many thanks, friend Fairbanks. WM alm°81 distracted on the discovery of being made tn behalf of a more extended
Dec. 27.
attractivefeature of the pleasures at the
—
her husband’s base deurtion, and cannot field of nsefulneai, and every other coniid0. Briyxan, W. M.
park.
D. L. BoiD.atc'v.
E. A. Stowe & Bro., have commenced yet believe that he bu so cruelly deuried eration Involving the future prosperity oC
the publication of a new jonrnal in Grand ber. She is left in pennileu clrcnm- Hope College, demtnd that this be done
Just at we go to press we learn that arRapids called The MichiganManufacturer, stances, but hopes by doing plain Mwing, and done immediately.The project origln0ttr .
igements are just abeut completed
the first number of which reached ns this which she does very nicely,to support her- ated with the Alumni at their late annual
Thereby a telephonewill be placed at the
week. The journal will be issued month- 1 self. All ladies of Holland who have | meeting,and wu by them laid before tbe
Produce. Etc.
rk. The line is to be bnllt and the inly and judging from the first number will work of that kind should give a portion Connell of Hope College,which latter
(WHOLESALE.)
imentput In inside of the next ten
[OomcUd nery Friday by B. J. Barrington.)
be filled with matter of Interest to all to her, and have their sewing done in a body appointed a committee consisting of
rs.
Apples, BOc; Beans, 80c, $1.00; Batter, 9,10c;
manufacturers. It is a sixteen page paper very neat manner and at the same time Messrs. A. Visscher, G. J. Diekema, Rev.
Eggs, 12c; Honey, 12c; Onions, &0c; Potatoes,
| Wm. M6erdyk, and J. F. Zwemer, to;
We are given to understandthat one of and has a very neat typographical appear- help an unfortunate
RET 4a.
ance. We wish the paper every success.
whom the matter wu referred with powe/
ApplM. 60c; bTu “il.t5; Butter, is, 13c; I our loctl Pl>y»lolahs, who is s great man
Holland
to solicit subscriptions and recelvejietlaEggs, 18c; Honey, 14c; Onions, Me; Pouto«s,wc. for the employment of “local talent,’.*
Many very favorable comments are begain, Feed,
takes his horses to Jamestown to have
Capt. Coates, the harbor inspectorat lionl* ^•b*^6 been ialormedtEstat the
ing made as to tbe way tbe steamer Maca(wholesale.)
them shod. Rather inconsiatent Is'nt it
this port, hu completed the work of re- reflue8t of the local “eniber8 of ‘be comtawa is rnn this season. Capt. Harrington
(Oorrectsd every Friday by IT. H. Beach.) | doctor?
building the south pier from tbe shore line mltt6e» an ,nformalEa‘beringof some of
hu revolutionized tbe steamboat business
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, ft 100 t>s., 70c; Bariev
out to the lut crib, which he is now our c111*60*
bold the other evening to
«>*k“Yd|,7'rc^'.tL,^;lFK
I Thr second quarter', pew-renta In Hope in this port. The Captain and all bis men straightening and building from the water el,cIt the 0Plnion entortetaedat home
|?imSo;0piS;,S'^S2.
RefoLmed Church are now being paid at strive to do their utmost to accommodate
and oblige all passengers and guests at the up. It is also the Intention to rebuild the ‘owar^9 lb‘8 P^J661* an:* tbat lbe 8en‘b
$9.oo; Middling, v ioo Ms., soc; Oats, new, 82c; Mr. Herold s store. The prosperous conwork from the shore line in to the shore ment lhere ®xPr6886d
hvorable,
| <U«0» Of the flnanc* of Hop. Chnrch ia Park and tbe boat is kept unexceptionally
line of the bay, and the captain told us, 80 mnch 80 that tli6 committee think
Lancaster Red, 92.
encouraging to all members and attend- neat and clean in every particular.Ed.
on a recent visit to the harbor, that thlg hbemselvu justified in making the attempt
RETAIL.
is a good fellow and we are glad to see
ants of the Church.
wu a most importantwork. The pier Is 10 ralse
amount In this communthat be is meeting with sncceaa.
rotten and crumbling away fut, and
Proportionate to its abilityto contribWe understand that Mr. Tboa. Deane
Lieutenant C. Gardner, U.8.A., who •and is caving In through the work Into nte* ind lto Int6r6i‘ai the seat of the laand a Mr. Johnston, both of Chicago, will
wu at one time a student at Hope College, the channel. Hebu started at the flm i‘itttUon* Take It ill In all, and we have
bring a fast falling yacht from Chicago to
• new
Macatawa Bay. It la their intention to wu In this city lut Wednesday looking one hundred feet of this renewal and nya rea80n t0 lhlDk

A

Regular Communicationof Uxitt Lodoi
IMS.

saMW&si4

The steamer Macatawa now makes a

largest

tbe lot measured nearly alx lt6l00 and lb6r® told a carriagemanufac- room

inches in circumferencetbe largest way. turw lbat he
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1
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1
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tue the yacht for

taking partiee from tbe up old acquaintances. The lieutenant

Park out on Lake Michigan.

ia

that he thinks that there ia

enough

appropriated te finish it.

Ml

money

Oeatu Is

dawning

^

for

tn

Hope College.

mow

It appears

u

than one respect anew

16^

^itg

follattil

|twi

ure to convict the parties guilty of the offense stimulated the opposition, which has
been increasing in ferocity.
few days
>pt was made to blow up the
church with dynamite. Last Sunday the

A

trouble culminated in a general riot,
in which firearms and all manner
of weapons were freely used. Two men
were killed, and several injured, while
quite a number of houses were partially or
entirely destroyed. .. .The greater portion
of the mining town of Iron River, Mich.,
was destroyedby an incendiaryfire....
Much damage was done to crops, fences,
Reports from Mount MacGregor leave and buildings,and several lives lost in the
vicinity of Ashton, Dakota, by a storm.
little room to doubt that Gen. Grant’s disReports from Durango, Col., show
ease is steadily progressing toward a fatal

FOLL\ND CITt. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
TH££AST.

Indians who accompanied Agent
Stollsteimer to Dolores Valley to investigate recent outrages were fired on by cowboys, and twelve Indians killed. The stampede of settlers from Dolores and Mancos
Valleys still continues.
Three hundred
his memoirs. The following bulletin of Blood Indians left their reservation in
the General's condition, prepared by Drs. Northern Montana, and are journeying
Shrady and Douglas, appeared in the New south to join the Piegans in war upon the
York Medical Record of June 27:
Crows and Gros Ventres.
The prosreM of the disease from which Gen.

termination.The swelling in the throat
and neck is hardeningand increasing,and
the ulceration burrowing deeper, and the
illustriouspatient is slowly but surely
growing weaker, although he continues to
devote a little time each day to work upon

Grant Is suffering Is, barring accidental complications, slow. Comparing the conditionof the
patient with what it was a month ago. the
changes which have taken place can be appreciated.Taking this period of time into
consideration,it can
said that the
swelling nnder the angle of the lower jaw,
on the right side, has increased, and has become
harder and more deeply fixed. It has shown
a tendency to progress in a direction downward and forward upon the right side of
the neck, the infiltration extending into the
neighboringglandular structures. The lancinating pains in those parts, although,fortunately,
not frequent nor severe, have a significance
which can not be ignored. The nloeration on
the right side of the base of the tongne has become deeper and more irregular,althoughIts
superficial area has not perceptibly increased.
This is the eeat of the pain occasionallyIn
swallowing and when certain examinationsof
the throat are made. The destructive process
on the right side of the uvnla Is apparently
qniesoent, althougha new portion of the margin of the palatal curtain ia showing a tend' break down. The voice has been reduced to a whisper, doe partly to Inflammatory
involvement of the vocal chords and partly to
nervous stony of the latter. There ie some
impairment of igeneral strength and some loss
in weight, although the appetiteis unchanged
and the usual amount of nourishment Is taken.
The removal to Mount MacGregor has so far
proved beneficiaLIt has enabled the patient to
recover lost ground, and thus in a measure has
counterbalancedthe effectsof his local malady.

be

A NEW trial was denied iu New York to
James D. Fish, President of the late
Marine Bank. The Judges held that there
might be criminal misappropriationof
foods of a nationalbank by means of a

that the

-

Immediate command, or, perHap*,to have done
so when you became head of the department.
Bnt permit me tp say that such has not
been my understanding of the purpose of
the coinage act In providing that the Director of the Mint “shall hold bis ottlce for the
term of five years, unless sooner removed b;
Pres dent, upon reasons to be communli
by him to the Senate." The length of the
—five years -the conditionsupon wlilct
movil'is authorized,and the dlaonsslons find
explanation preceding the passage of the act
indicatethe intent that the office of Director
of the Mint should not be changed on account
of a •change of administration, or in the head
of the department, or tor personal or political reasons. My predecessor,appointed by
PresidentGrant, although of opposite politics,
continuedin office under five successiveSecretariesof th) Treasury until his death. As to
myself, having served with acceptancefor a full
term, and npon reappointmentand confirmation
a part of another, I am conscious of no reason
why an exception to the policy of the law
should now be made, or whvl ought not to contlnne the performance of official doty until the
expiration of my commission.

Iowa's

political conventions will be

The

Postmaster General has decided to

A

weeks for the purpose of disGreat Gathering at Portlandposing of the large number of cases of
Marvelous Growth of the Order
Presidential postoffloeswhich have been
in Decent Tears.
prepared for consideration, and for. the
transactionof other necessary and pressing
business, and therefore announces to inImportant EeoommendationB of the Comtending applicants that he can not during
that time hear personal applicationsfor apmander-in-Ghief—The Woman's '
pointment.This announcement is designed
Department.
for the benefit of intendingvisitorsand
with a view to expediting the consideration of cases. It does not relate to the
The nineteenthannual encampment of
First Assistant’soffice, nor to applications
the
Grand Army of the Republic, which
by
•
was
held at Portland,Me., last week,.
The new schooner yacht Brunhilde,
set apart two

.

•

{_

letter.

owned

by John 8. Phelps, of Englewood, ecllpeed any gathering of the order hereto-

held

as follows: Greenback, July 7; Democratic. Aug. 19; Republican,Aug. 26 ____
Mr. Evarts is prominently mentioned as
the Republicancandidate for Governor of
New York State.

GENERAL.

THESOUTflL

»ssss.laj—

der of Henry Fiegel, an old Swede, thirteen years ago; John McKeever, colored,
who shot and killed William J. Trainor,
on December 17 last, was hanged at Memphis, Tenn.; John Taylor, colored, was
hanged in Hopkinsville, Ky., for the murder of his mistress.Five or six thousand
people, mostly colored, witnessedthe execution; Robert McCoy, colored, was hanged
at Sylvania,Ga., for murdering James
Edgar, a white constable,on November 20,
1884. Two thousandpeople witnessed the
execution; Rufus Dortich, a colored
murderer, suffered the death penalty at

issued what he claims to be a dose and re-

tne dispatches the following report of
the doings of the order during its three'
days' encampment:
The streets through which the parade was topass were crowded with people and gay with
bunting. At eleven o'clock the signal gnn for
starting the procession was fired, and the
great line moved forward without halting
until the procession had passed a given,
point, when it was made apparent how great
ia the number of Grand Army men now here.
It had been calculatedthat It would requiretwo hours for the procession to pass, but
instead of that it took more than three
hours. The most careful estimates of the number of men in line place the figures at 33,00(1.
of whom 30,000 wore ths uniform of the Grand
Army of the Republic. It appearsthat some of
the commandersin several of the department*had been overlookedin the IxutrucuoDS aa to
their positions in the parade, and thoee whowere neglected,after wandering about for a.
time and trading no place assigned for them,
gave np the idea of joining In the procession,
and took favorablepositions for watching themarching of their comrades. Entire posts of
many of the departments, Includinga number
from the West, and even in the Department of
Maine, did not participate in the parade, and because of this neglect It is calculated that more-

fishermen threaten to resist American fishermen if they cast their nets in inshore
waters; and members of Parliament from
the maritime provinces say bloodshed will
result if the fishermen of both countries

S. W. Tallhadgb, Secretary of the meet.
James Arcine and William Parohmeal,
An active rebellionof
Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce, has
full-blooded Che-rokee Indians, were
hanged at Fort Smith, Ark., for the mur-

GRAND ARPY MEETING.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

the London news-

papers against Reuter's news agency is in

wheat yield progress .... Continental papers give cur1885. This esti- rency to rumors regardingan alliancebemate places the spring wheat yield at 121,- tween Germany and England. . .Reinforce000,000 bushels; winter wheat yield at 210,- ments are being hurried into Chinese Toor000,000 bushels. Total spring and winter, kistan, where the rebellion is assuming
331.000.000 bushels. From these figures serions proportions.

liable estimate of the probable

of

the

United States

'

for

.

will be seen that the crop of 1885, comThe liabilitiesof L. L. Smith, the Omaha
pared with 1884, will show a shortdry
goods merchant who decamped the
age in winter wheat of 160,000,000
bushels; spring wheat, 22,000,000 bushels. other day, are estimated at from $150,000
it

Total shortage spring and winter, 182,000,000 bushels. Tne average wheat yield of
the United States for five years past is
461.000.000 bushels. The estimate shows
a shortage compared with the average five
years past of 130,000,000 bushels. .. .A report has been received at the Navy Depart-

to $300,000. His debts to Chicago firms

aggregate $60,000. His

store,

which has

been sold to a representativeof H. B. Claflin «k Co., of New York, was dosed on two

than 5,U)o members of posts did not parade. Th»
oversight was dne to the disregardof official
orders that all poets should register on arrival.
him.... Chicago elevators contain 14,984,- The executive committee declare that nearly SO
of Major Edwin Henry in Green County,
ment from Admiral Jouett announcing 909 bushels of wheat, 1,036,324 bushels of per cent, more men have come than the comTennessee, Sept. 23, 1884, ended in a the failure by the parties interested to
mittee had been notified would be here.
verdict of acquittal.
Daniel W. settle the disputes in the United States com, 468,542 bushels of oats, and 41,771 thousand two hundred tenta had been pitched,
bnshels of lye; total, 16,531,546 bushels of with a capacity for accommoda'ing about 1S,000
Voorhees was leading counsel for the deColombia.
says the political all kinds of grain, against 7,261,203bushels men. Instead of six it has been found necesfense, and made an eloouent plea for his
differences between the two parties are of a year ago.... The wheat yield in Kansas sary in some cases to pnt ten men in s tent.
client. A short time before the homicide
This crush could not be foreseen by the comsuch a nature that a peaceable settlement
Captain Johnson’s wife
committed is quite impossible at this time. Hostili- will reach half a crop, 100 per cent greater mittee, and they disclaim any responsibility.
than the' estimatesof the Secretary of the
Commander-in-Chief Konntz was greeted with;
suicide at Indianapolis,after confessing to
ties are likely to continue indefinitly.... State Board of Agriculture.
generous applanse from all sides, snd Gen.
her husband that she had been seduced by
The conventionof the National G. A. R.
Logan, who rode in a carriage with CongressMrs.
Smith, of Rochester, man Reed, received a continuous ovation.
Henry.
encampment at Portland,Me., elected exWhen the line had enteredCongressstreet, on>
“The trouble in
County is on Congressmau S. S. Burdette, of Missouri. N. Y., claims to be a sister of John McCulIts way to the encampment,where the procesagain,” says a Morehead (Ky.) dispatch. Commander-in-Chief.Delegate Griffin, lough, the actor, aud alleges that ho has sion was to be dismissed, Commsnder-in- Chief
Kountr, Gen: Logan, and many other dfotlnHumphreys, the alleged Sheriff of the of Eau Claire, Wis.. created a sensation by neither wife nor children. Mrs. Smith gufohed men lelt the procession and were driven
presenting the name of Gov. fairchild,and also states that
theatrical
friend
of
rapidly through other streets to the renewingcounty, shot Craig Tolliver, Marshal of
designating the proceedings of the conven- McCullough, who has borrowed thousands stand.

Marianna, Ark ____ At Greenville,Teun., the
trial of Capt. E. T. Johoson for the murder

attachments. Smith is thought to have
carried from $50,000 to $100,000 away with

Two

Hon.

of

He

had

William

Rowan

loan, the contrary being a point raised and
relied upon by Fish’e attorneys ____ The
boat race between the Harvard and Yale
a
crews, at New London, was won by the
Morehead, and leader of the opposition tion as disgraceful and disorderly. His
Upon the grand stand were Commander-ln
Harvardsby fifteen lengths.
faction,who attempted to arrest
on a apology only made matters worse, and he of dollars from him, is attempting to prove Chief Konntz, Gens. Logan, Blocnm, Robinson,
that
the
tragediair
has
no
relatives
living,
Twenty-nine ont of thirty-one of the barge of confederating for his (Tolliver’s)
Beatty, and Black, ex-Gov. Fairchild,of Wiswas forciblyseated by friends ____ Of one so that he may retain possessionof the consin.
and Governor Alger and staff, of
national banks in New York whose charters murder. A posse attempted to arrest hundred immigrantslanded at Montreal by
money ____ The Egyptian obelisk in Central Michigan. After the end of ^ he procession had
Humphreys,
when
he
and
his
conexpire during the present fiscal year have
one steamer, thirty-six were deaf-mutes.
Park, New York, is succumbing to the sud- passed the grand stand, soldiers called loudly
federate, Eayburn, rushed out of
for Gen. Lrgsn, who was obllued to respond
received an extension of charter for twenty
There
were 184 failures in the United den changes of temperature.Gen. di briefly,reierring merely to the lenehts of th»
the house and ran firing. The posse
years. The desire for extensionthroughCesnola
suggests
its inclosure in the large
G. A. R. gatherings.
returned the fire, killing Baybum and States during the week, against 170 for the
In the evening a reception was tendered toout the United States has been almost
mortally wounding Humphreys.... preceding week, and 153, 165, and 153, re- centralhall of tne Metropolitan Museum of Commander-in- Chief Konntz. as a representaunanimous.... Prof. B. S. Baer, of PhilaArt, which would involve the building of a
Baltimore was visited by the heaviest rain- spectively, for corresponding weeks of
tive of the body, at City Hall. Addresses of
delphia, successfullyperformedthe Cssorstorm in fourteen years. Hundreds of 1884, 1883, and 1882. BradHtreet’e Jour- stone foand&tion to cost $40,000 ____ Ac- welcome were deliveredby Gen. Ball, Departian operation upon a lady fifty years old
cording to the censfisjust taken by the ment Commander of Ma:ne; by Gov. Roble,
who nad been afflicted thirteen years buildings were flooded in the city and sub- nal says of the condition of trade:
police force, Buffalo has a populationof who also paid a tribute to Gen. Grant; and by
urbs, and the aggregate loss is estimated at
Mayor Deering, of Portland. Commander
From tfie leading business centers word over 200,000.
with what was supposed to be a tumor.
.
Konntz replied on behalf of himself aud coma nuarter of a million dollars ____ At Bames- comes that trade continues quiet and singuJohn McCullough,the actor, was last week
The President has made the follow- rades. Addresses were also made by Gov.
ville, S. C., Rebecca Samuels,12 years old, larly free from speculativemovements. Surhanded over to the care of the Bloomingger, of Michigan: Gov. Fairch Id, of Wisconsin^
plus funds at the banks at New York and Boswas convicted of murderingan infant whom
Gen. Henry W. Slocum, of New York, and Gen.
ton show no signs of growing smaller, and the ing; appointments:
dale Insane Asyiom authoritiesby three of
she was nursing, by soaking her in a pot of demand for money at the Interiorbaa not
Logan.
Ribs 8. Beattie,to be Surveyor of Customs In
his closest friends. . .Ex-PresidentJames
The business session was held in the City
equaled the expectations. The volume of the district of New York; Silas W. Burt, to be
D. Fish, of the Marine Bank, New lye.
general merchandisemoving is made np Naval Officerof Customs In the District of New Hall The delegates were distributedthrough
John Martin, oue of the two escaped of hand to mouth purchases. Since York; James M. Adams Reirister of the Land the hall by State4, their positionsbeing IndiYork, was sentenced by Judge Benedict to ten years' imprisonment for negroes implicated in the outrage and mur- the labor trouble at Pittsburgh has Office at Spokane Falls, Wyomlmr, vice J. M. cated by little banners upon black walnut poles.
been settled the local trade situation Armstrong,suspended; Benjamin F. Peach The gallerieswere open to comrades having tho
misappropriatingthe funds of the bank,
.
der of Mrs. Hazell, at Elkhart, Texas, was has assumed a better aspect At PhilaAgent at Boston,Mass., vice Daniel W. national countersign,and they were well filled.
The old United States steamer Niagara, taken out of the Grayson County Jail and delphia merchants are inclined to a more confl- Pension
Gooch, suspended: George L. Holmes, of At 10:45 the gavel fell, and the encampment
which was used in laying the first Atlantic lynched. This makes six victims of Judge uent and hopefulview of the near-by future, Charleeton,B. C., Special Agent of the Bureau came to order. After prayer by Chaplaln-inChlef Shanafelt. of Michigan,the roll o( memwhile at New York the reverse la true. Cotton of Labor, vice William L. Trenholm,
cable, is to be burned at Apple Island for Lynch for the murder of Mrs. Hazell.
and woolen mlllmen In all directions are incliued who declined bis appointment Collect- bership was called.
her metals..,.The Southwark Woolen
Commander-in-Chlef Konntz, in his address,
to regard the omlook as opposed to a revival, ors of Customs— Edward L. Hedden for
Mills, near Philadelphia,shut down to avoid
and their complaintsas to the effectsof the late the District of New York; Tbeophilus Moody stated tb£?l the order now consisted of thirtyheavy auction sales of cotton and woolen Favre, for the District of Pearl River. Mi-s.; eight departments,5,020 posts, and 287,637 memt strike for higher wages.
fabrics at the East are based, they claim, on the Joseph B. O'Brienfor the District of Natchez, here. During the eleven months now ended
done the textilemanufacturing interests. Miss.; John E. Grady for the District of Apala- the membership has increased 87,08 i. Th»
Reports from Washington slate that the injury
At Boston there has been some activity in sales chicola, Fla.— Receivers of Public Moneys— John Commander-in-Chief advised that of
$15,324 cash
at
President is disposed to exercise a little of dry goods by jobbers, bnt agents and makers Oheane, at Vancouver. WashingtonTerritory;
Michael J. Cady, at Bodie, Cal: and J. K. least $10,000 shonld be invested, and
The treasuryof Council Bluffs, Iowa, is more moderation in his treatment of the report trade as dull aa ever.
that there should be no farther Increaseof
It is believed that the Mexican Govern- Doll*on,at Hnmboldt, Cal. ; A. J. Qnlndlev. at
empty, and the police force, fire depart- Crow Creek settlers. The first announce- ment has in reserve a more extensive finan- Little Rock, Ark. United States Attorneys— funds at the national headquarters.During the
traveled more
Arthur R. Delaney,United Statea Attorney for year the Commander-in-onief
ment, and lights will be dispensed with un- ment was that, if any of them were found on cial project than ihe one promulgateda few
the Eastern Districtof Wisconsin, vice Hazelton, than 3o,noo miles in his official capacity,having
their farms after June 17 force would be days since. The $4,000,000 worth of nickel
less funds can be obtained from sources
suspended :W. O. Perry, United States Attorney visted all the departments except those of Flor*
used to remove them. They are all there coin stored in the palace at the City of for theDistrlct of Kansas, vice Hallowell,resigned ids, Arkansas,and New Mexico. The addrwa
other than taxation ____ A suit for $20,000
Postmasters-Edward Mullen, at Putnara, Conn., containeda reaffirmation of the claim of Dr. B.
damages has been brought at Cincinnati by yet, and no troops have been ordered out Mexico hafi been sold to European parties James H. Moore, at MonongahelaCity, Pa., F. Stephenson,of Springfield,Dl.. to be the origIndeed, it is now said that, the administra- for $800,000. . .Prominent French- Canaex-Jndge O’Connor against Judge James
Edward H. Krier, at Plum Creek, Neby Samuel inator of the order, and commended the Vetertion thinks of removing one settler only, in dians at Quebec are raising funds to defray B. Evans, at Ottnmwa,Iowa,vlceA. H. Hamilton, ans' Rights Union, the Sons of Veterans, anft
Fitzgerald,for language used by the latter
the Woman’s Relief Corps, and pronounced in
from the bench m the trial of a woman order to make a test case and get the mat- the expenses of Riel and his associates in suspended; M. Glennnn, at Norfolk, Va., vice J. favor
of so amending the pension laws than
W. Long, suspended; V. E. Brewer, at Portage,
ter before the courts..,.Richard T. Mer- the coming trials at Regina.
charged with keeping a disreputablehouse,
every disabled soldier entitled thereto shall reWis., vice 0. E. Dow, suspended; JobnF. Werick, an eminent advocate, died at Washceive
a
pension from the date of his disability.
The clearances for the week show a dow, at Marine City, Mich., vice J. J. Spinks,
the Judge, who had learned that O’Connor
In Us report the Commander says: “I am opoffice become Presidential;
Edward
Duffy, at
owned the premises, reflecting on persons ington, last week.
slight improvement Trade all over the
Ann Arbor. Mich., vice J. C. Knowlton, sui- posed to the perpetuationof the Grand Army*
In the closing days of the last session
who rent property for such purposes..,.
country is quiet and free from speculative pended; William F. Roe, at Vallejo, Cal, vtoeF. believing the mission of our great comradeship
Omaha dispatch:“Telegrams received at Congressauthorized the President in his
A. Leacn, suspended; J. R. Thorne, at Piqua, will have been fulfilledwhen the last comrade
movement Chicago shows an increase of Ohio, vice Leroy H. Jordan, suspended.All the has joined the final muster-out. Knowing that
the Union Pacific headquartershere from
discretion to appoint a commission to ne1.2 per cent, as compared with last year, abu/e suspensionswere made for psrtlsanism. there Is nothing in the Grand Army of the Rethe agency at Huntington,announce the
public inconsistent with the most exacting pergotiate for the cession to the United States while the decrease at New York was 26.2
discovery of wonderful mineral quartz in
sonal duty or the strictest religion,I deemed It
THE
the Snake River region, at a point thirty of the so-called Oklahoma conutry. The per
for the interest of the order to appoint a special
commission
has not yet been appointed, and
committeeto lay Its nature and workings bemiles from Huntington. A specimen from
it is understood that no action will be taken
fore the proper Catholic authorities of the UnitNEW YORK.
the vein in possession of railway men here
ed States, that they might know our organizaBKEVES ...........................
$0.60 & 7.00
in
regard
to ita authorized appointment
hows mnen free gold in igneous rotten
tion has nothing to conceal and that onr parHoas .............................4.25 4.75
until
after
August
elections
The truth about the French expedition Wheat-No. 1 White ...... ...... 1.01 <3 1.02
quartz and silver in pyrite. The former
poses are commended by all who understand
them. The committee reported, having fulfilled
No. 2 Red. .............. LQO^s L01M
assays $473 to the ton, and the latter $86. shall have been held by the five civilized to Tonquin, since peace is declaredwith
Ita mission, that assuranceshad been given by
.54
The ore is most easy of reduction. One nations of the Indian Territorv.Mean- China, is coming to light A cablegram Corn-No. 2 ....................... 53
Archbishopa Ryan and Gibbons that nothing
Oats— White .................... 40 <$ .43
man has already realized from fifty pounds while it is learned that the President and
oonld be found in the aims of the Grand Army
PoBK-New Mess. ................11.50 013.00
all the members of the Cabinet are in ac- says: “All accounts received from Tonquin
of quartz crushed in a hand mortar $142.
to prevent any good Catholic from becoming a
Lard ...............................06)40 .07
cord
in maintaining that no white settle- show that the ravages of disease among the
member.”
CHICAGO.
The new fields are in Idaho, near the OreThe eCommander- in -Chief deprecated par0
C.50
6.00
Choice to Prime Steers.
gon State line, and can be approached ment shall be permitted on the Oklahoma French troops there are simply appalling. Beeves— Good
ticipation in politics as an organization,
and?
Shipping ......... 5.60 & 6.00
lands,
under
any
circumstances,
without
Three thousand invalid soldiershave been
within thirty miles by the Oregon Short
urgently advocated the Mexican pension bill
Butchers .............. 4.60 & 5.00
the
consent
of the Indians nnder the terms sent home. Three hundred soldiersdown
snd a bill to grant disabled soldiers a pensloa
Line, the closest stationsbeing Waiser and
4.25 0 4.7*
of the treaty of 1866, and that the whole with disease await transportation.The Flour- Fancy Red Winter Ex.. 5.25 0 5.50
from the date Of disability. He also urged that
Hnntington."
Decoration Day be not desecrated by devotion;
Prime to Choice Spring. 4.00 0 4.50
force of the Government shall be employed deaths among the troops are from fifteen to
Fears of an uprising of the Cheyennes if necessary to carry out the guaranteesof
to recreation and pleasure. The Woman's Re.87 0 .88
twenty daily. ....The differences between
;47)4 lief Corps now has twenty-two permanent and
.47
are increasing,and the Governor of Kan- that instrument
Russia and Turkey, growing ont of the de.32 0 .32)4 three provisionaldepartments, with subordinate corps in nearly all tbe States where the*
.61
0
.63
sas has telegraphed to Washington asking
Treasury officialsthink that the decis- mand of the former upon the Porte for the
Grand Army exists.
.44
.46
removal
of
the
Governor
of
Balonica,
have
to have Government troops stationedat the ion of the court in banc in New York in
Resolutionsof sympathy with General Grant
.15
.16
been amicably settled.... Sir Nathaniel
southwestern corner of that State to prevent
were adopted by a unanimous rising vote, amid
.13
.14)4
the Fish case, that corrupt intent on the
great cheering. Remarks were made by several
Rothschild,Sir Evelyn Baring, and Mr.
.07 0 .08
an inenrsion by the Indians. Government
Light Skimmed ........ .02)40 .03)4 comrades enloglstio of the sick soldier at Mount
action in the matter has been promised. part of a bank officer is sufficientfor con- John Morley will be raised to the British
MacGregor.
Eoos— Fresh.. ................... .11 0 .12
the foot that his peerage.
Military authoritiesat Fort Leavenworth viction, notwithstanding
Commander-in-Chief Konntz was presented
Potatoes— New, per brl ......... 2.00 0 2.75
acts
were
covered
by
seemingly
regular
think the danger of an uprising slight. .
a gavel made from the Andersonvllle
stockade*
10.00 010.50
The arrangementsfor the celebrationof
forms,
will
hereafter
render
convictions
and
anothermade of wood from every State and
6.50 0 6.75
William Hayes, aged sixteen,left his home
the
fiftieth
anniversary
of
Queen
Victoria’s
Territory
in
the
United
States,
which
gaveU areTOLEDO.
at Pt rsia, Iowa, on horseback, to attend easy for frauds for which heretofore there
to be used by the Grand Army of the Republic
.91
.92
reign,
which
will
occur
next
year,
have
alhas
been
virtual
immunity
in
the
courts.
religious services in a neighboringtown.
so long as it exists, and then by the Sons of
.48
.49
ready been begun. It is reported that she Oats— No. 2..
Veterans. The vote to meet at San Francisco*
Two days afterward his horse returned
.35
.33
next year was two to one.
.
«
MILWAUKEE.
home, saddled and bridled,but riderless.
has expressed a desire to complete her reign
The formal sessionof the Woman’s National
.87
.88
After a prolonged search the boy’s body
on the occasion, but those who know her Corn— No. 2.
Relief Corps opened with speecbe; by Past
.47 0 .47)4
was found bunging from the limb of a tree,
.32
.32)4 Grand Commander Paul Vandervoort, of NeThe President last week suspended Ho- are slow to believe that she will relinquish
braska, and Past Grand ChaplainFoster, of Nsw>
with the hands fastened behind him and
.60 0 .62
her power so long os she is able to exercise
York. Mrs. Logan was Introduced to the as.48 0 .50
the legs pinioned. It is believed tbnt he ratio C. Burchard, of Illinois,as Director of it.... Rev. Dr. Spurgeon has created a Barley— No. 2 .........
sembly, and in a few words thanked the dele1(100 010.60
was murdered by escaped jail -birds, who the Mint, and appointed os his successor deep sensation by a publication, over
gates for the manner in which they greeted her.
ST. LOUIS.
took him for the son of the Sheriff,to Dr. James P. Kimball, professorof eco- his own name,
The report of the Presidentfor the year wa»
.98
.99
which he attacks
read. After adjournment Mrs. Logan held a re.44
.45
whom he bore a strikingresemblance, and nomic geology in the Lehigh University at the immorality of the English. He
.32
.33
ception.
thought he was pursuing them.
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Following is takes as his text the death of Justice Will- Rye ................
.58 0 .60
At Detroit,Mich., in the applicationof the text of the letter of Mr. Burchard to iams in a brothel,and the disclosuresmade Hay— Timothy....••••••••a
14.00 016.00
Government Revenues.
10.50 010.75
the Hop BittersCompany of Rochester, N. Secretary Manning declining to resign when recently in the Jeffries case, and says:
CINCINNATI
The
fiscal
year ends June 89, and accord“Sodom
in
its
most
pntrid
days
could
requested to do so :
.99 0 1.01
WHEAT-No. 2 Red ............
Y., for a preliminary injunction against C.
Respectfully acknowledging your request for scarcely exceed London for vice.”. . .W. Corn.
ing to the receipts from internal revenues,,
.48
.49
D. Warner, of Beading, Mich., manufac- my resignation, oommnnloatedto me on the P. Tisdel, Special Commissioner of the Oats — Mixed.
.34 0 .30
customs, and miscellaneous souroes, says a*
turer of German Hop Bitters, to restrain 15th Inst., I have the honor to state that, after United States to the Congo, makes a re- Rte— No. 2 Fall.
.67 0 .69
carefulconsideration,
I am not satisfiedthat
10.50 011.00
Washington telegram, the falling off in the
him from using a similar name, bottle, and duty or propriety requiresme at this time to port describing the countiy as rich in reestimates for the year will be about$10,label in the sale of his bitters, the court resign my office. Were any malfeasance or sources,but advising no Americans to Flour. ..... DETROIT.
............
5.50 0 6.00
000,000— $2,000, 009in the internal revenue*.
(Justice Mathews and District Jud
miscondnet allegedor believed to exist, I am go there for business purposes un- Wheat-No. 1 White
»••• •• •••• ••
.97
.99
sure you wonld have done me the justice 3
$4,000,000 in customs, and $4,000,000 in
Brown) ruled that the defendant C. j
.48 0 .50
less abundantly supplied with capital
.
have had an Impartialexamination,and given
Oato^No! 2 White?••••*••••• • • • •• .35 0 .38
the miscellaneous The expenditures have
Warner, had^a right to use the worda GerA farewell receptionwas tendered Earl Pork—
New Mess
1150 01100
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in the enow to
THE STATE CAPITAL
THE W0SDER8 OF COAL TAB.
Thames; and then, after a week's
Gorgeotu Dyes and Moat Useful Prod acts Tho Session Ended— An Acting Governor—
immersionin the river, got affixed to a
Clean Sweep— Pardon Board— More OfUObtained from tbe Troublesome Re-

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

street,wse carried off

follai[i(

% $

the

tws.

block of

ice.

oera-A Fraud— Grand Total of Appro-

fuse.

—A

Grand Army Post was organiiad at

Elk Rapids last week.

—Milan has the finest banking office of
priation a— Farewell.
“Chemistry is capable of wonderful
any small town in the State.
fFrom Our Own Correspondent]
things,” said an expert in chemical
Lansing, June 20.
science, “but in nothing to which its
—Dudley P. Hall, a leading lumberman
Thelong-drawn-ont session of the Michprinciples were ever applied have such igan Legislature of 1885— longer by seven of Frankfort, died at London, Vt
marvelous results followed as are wit- days than any that have preceded it— fin—A pupil at the Flint deaf -and- dumb
nessed in its manipulation of common ished its work at 10:40 p. m. on Wednesschool rejoices in the euphonious name of
gas or coal tar. Thirty years ago the day and at noon to-day the gavel fell and
problem of how they were to rid them- the two houses were declared adjourned Schrngschlegel.
selves of this foul and then utterly use- sine die. As to the good or bad results of
—A white-aproned dispenser of the
less refuse of the retorts was puzzling the legislat on of the session, tfme alone
f< aming beer in an East Saginaw saloon
oin tell It seemed at one time that notmanufacturers of gas, and the aid of
withstanding the unusually long session, an claims to be a German baron.
details of Franklin’s domestic as well in a dream-asked in, substance,“What chemistry was sought in working out extra session next winter would be inevita*
— S. L. Smith, a graduate of Hillsdale
am public life in Paris, for a forthcom- is Mr. Gladstone’sfavorite study?” and the solution. They had no thought ble. That possibilityhas, happily, bean
beyond the utter annihilation of the removed, on 1 unless the Supreme Court College,has become pastor of a St. Lonia
ing book on "Franklin in France.”
then proceeded to answer the question
offensive tar. In their experiments should very speedily be called on to render (Mo.) Congregational Church.
by saying, “GeOMetry." By a special with the refuse the chemists discovered a decision on the new tax law, and should
A clergyman of St. Louis Bays that
—During the parade of Forepaugh’acirarrangement with an English contem- the so-calledburning naphtha, which, pronounce against its constitutionality, an
ihe aggregate church attendance in
cus at' Flint the mammoth car ran over J.
extra
session
is
not
at
all
probable.
porary wo are enaoled to elucidatefor fiovrever,could be applied with safety
A NEW GOVERNOR.
Rielly, a circus employe, killing him inthat city on Sunday is 10,000, while on
thq benefit of the American reader. to ho praotioal purpose. After the
Michigan
has to-day what she hasn't had stantly.
naphtha was extractedthe tar was left
* recent Sunday 40,000 ^people witThe letters in capitals, “G. O. M.," are
in many years, an acting Governor. Havin the form of a heavy oil, which was
nessed a cowboy exhibition,20,000 at—Postmaster Stearns baa appointed Mrs.
the initials of the affectionateby-name still more of a nuisance than the origi- ing laid his plans some weeks ago for a trip,
with his staff and a number of invited Mary Milliken, the wife of an invalidsoltended base-ball games, 20,000 spent
the British public has* given its great nal compound, as it was more difficult
guests, to the National Encampment of the
the day in beer gardens, and 5,000
dier, Money- Order Clerk in the Adrian
statesman— “Grand Old Man.” Now to store and handle. The chemist G. A. B., to be held at Portland, Me., Gov.
heard “Bob” IngersolL
Postofflce.
let the American reader compute the Belliel discovered a channel of utility Alger spent most of the night after the
for this oil in applying it as a pickle close of business on the 17th in examining
—James Prisk and William Henry Clarke
In a Boston court Judge Allen ad amount of mental strength he could for the preservation of railroad ties, and approving the bills passed during tbe
were
instintlykilled by an explosion in an
ministered a severe rebuke to clergy have derived from finding out this re- bridge timbers, and similarly exposed closing hours of the session,and early next
nndergronnd
Copper Falls mine. Clarke
woods. This used up large quantities morning left for Portland, leaving a dozen
men who marry minors without the sult for himself.
or so bills that could not be enrolled and was literally blown to pieces.
of the refuse, but only partially relieved
•consent of their parents, the case in
gotten to him before he was obliged to
Sunset Cox knows the value of an the tar nuisance.
—During the six months just closed the
hand being a wife deserted by her hus
leave for Lieut. Gov. Archibald Buttars to
advertisement He went to the White
“The only hope that gas men now sign and approve as Acting Governor. Flint Woolen Mills have used np 190,000
band, and she was but 15 when the
House one day lately with a draft of a had was that some discovery might be Such a case has not occurred during the pounds of wool, which has been made into
clergyman married them. He said
little letter in his pocket “Mr. Presi- made in Chemical experimenting which last twenty- five years at least, where any 130,000 yards of cloth and a large quantity
that the laws of marriage should be
would give a commercial value to the bills passed by the Legislature have been
dent,” he said, “it would help the sale
refuse. Faraday, next awoke interest approved by an Acting Governor, yet of yarn.
stringent and well enforced if we would
of my book very much if you would
in coal tar by his discovery of benzine Lieut. Gov. Holt did exercise the pardon—A case containing nineteen valuable
ohcck the fearful tide of divorces.
write a few lines saying it is so and so; as a product of the tar oil It was in ing power in one or two instanoes ten years
rings, worth altogether about $4,000, was
ago, while Gov. Bogley was temporarily out
The institution of agricultural learn- something pleasant, you understand.” experimentingwith the volatile sub- or the State at the sea shore.
left on the counter of the Western Union
stance of the oils that the great chemist
Telegraph office at Grand Rapids, and
ing established by Messrs. Moody and The President looked perplexed.
ALMOST A CLEAN SWEEP.
Mansfield lost his life, by an explosion
Sanky at Monnt Hammon, Franklin “Why,” said he, “I haven’t seen it 1 in his laboratory,and it was probably During the session Gov. Alger has vetoed taken to police headquarters.
but one bill (the minority bill), and that
’
Oounty, Massachusetts,occupies sever- don’t know what it contains, what
this casualty that directed greater at- was subsequentlypassed over the veto,
—The Adrian Record doesn't think that
al hundred acres of excellentland, and “Never mind that,” replied Mr. Cox tention to the possibilities of the de- and it is now understood that Act- “sheol” is any improvementon the old
"I can tell you in a minute what the spised gas tar.
ing Gov. Buttars will approve all word for every-daybusiness. It may do
is now in successful operation. It has
“It was not until 1857, however, that those left in his hands exceptgeneral
drift
"
“But,”
argued
the
cost already $250,000, and much more ia
well enough for light work, bnt will break
the great value of coal tar as a raw ing the Egan bill to abolish the
needed to complete it on the plan con- President,"I don’t know what to say/
prison
contract
labor
system.
It
is under- down with heavy wear and tew.
material was demonstrated. In that
templated by its founders. A new “Well, if you will simply write some year Perkins discovered its aniline stood that before he left Gov. Alger signi—Olivet College declines the munificent
building was dedicated last week, the thing like this, for instance,” — and Mr. properties,a discoverywhich has al- fied his intentionto “pooket” it, which is gift of $50,000 from Ezra Bostwick, of
the only sort of veto left to a Governor
eost of which, $20,000, was defrayed Cox pulled the draft of the letter out most revolutionizedthe trade in dye- after the adjournmentof a Legislature.It Union City. The old gentleman wanted
entirely by the royalty on Mr. Sankey’s of his pocket — “I will be satisfied." stuffs. Perkins took coal tar naphtha, is conceded that the fact that Gov. Alger interest during his lifetime, and the TrusThe President at first wished to sign and, boiling it in a retort, obtained a took a new departure and employed an asGospel Hymns.
tees thought it too hazardous a risk to asonly the statement prepared by the chemical action which resultedin ben- sistant that ho termed “Governor'sConnzole and nitro-benzole. Adding water sel,” has had much to do with preventing sume.
When Garabaldi died Victor Hugo author of the “Three Decades,” but to this, the nitro-benzolewas deposited vetoes,as heretofore there have been sev—William
McIntosh, a farmer, of'
sent to Caprera the characteristic mes- Mr. Cox insisted that the whole state in the form of a thick, oily mass. This eral at each session,while at the same time
Florence, went to his farm to feed his
sage: "It is more than death; it is a ment should be in Mr. Cleveland’s he experimented with in various ways, the very serious and sometimes inexcusable blunders that have escaped the Gov- stock. On enteringthe bam the lamp
catastrophe.” Frenchmen will bo handwriting. And he carried his and finally,by the addition of acetic ernor's attention have been weeded out,
which he carried in his hand exploded,
acid and iron filings, he produced a coltempted to repeat his own epigram point.
many bills being recalled and perfected at
orless fluid which is aniline. This the suggestion of the legal advisor before setting fire to the bam, which, with five
ever the patriot-poet’sashes. Like the
Mr. H. H. Johnson, the English liquid he treated with different chem- they were fiuallv presented to the Governor head of cattle, was burned, and McIntosh
Italian hero, Victor Hugo was assoical salts, and the result was green for his approval.
was fatally burned. A hired girl who attraveler, has recentlyreturned from an
ciated in the popular mind with an era
crystals of a metallic aster. These he
A PARDON BOARD.
tempted to save a pet lamb was also soriousexpedition which he made from Zanzi- found were capable of producing, unPerhaps as important a bill as passed
ef creative genius that has passed
ly burned.
bar to one of the most remarkable der different chemical reactions, the during the
th past week— and only a very few
away. Even if he had ceased to be an
mountains of Africa, or, indeed, of the most brilliant and gorgeous dyes— -the were passed— was that for the establish
—If any good citizen of Michigan has
active force either in the politics or the
ment of an advisory board in the matter of
world, Kilimanyaro. This euormoui aniline hues of the paint and dye trades
ever felt compelled to refrain from swearing
pardons. This will take much of the worry
literature of Europe, he was almos
mountain measures sixty by thirty of to-day.
in the State of New York on account of a
and
hard
work,
as
well
as
responsibility,
the last representative of the heroio age
“This discoverymade the long-de- from the Governor, and would seem to be
belief that it would be a violationof law
miles, and its highest spire, Kibo, is
cf French Republicanism.
tested coal tar a desirable product of a sensible move; for while the Governor
he will be gratified to learn that the belief
18,000 feet above the sea. The region the gas retorts, bat it held still greater
still has the absoluteright and power to
Tens of thousandsof plovers’ eggs about this mountain is a paradise,and, surprises. From the light oil of the issue pardons, he will hardly carei to g( was erroneous. A prosecutionbrought
are every May consumed in London, as far os it goes, refutes the idea that tar a valuable naphtha solvent for In- contrary to the advice of the board, so th againstan eminent citizen of the Empire
dia-rubber was obtained, and then the “one-man power" isrto a great extent taken State for blasphemy on the public street
alone, and the epionres of the great the Dark Continent is the white man’s
invaluable discovery of carbolic acid away from the Chief Executive. The has attractedattentionto the fact that the
grave.
One
needs
nothing
more
tc
provincialcities are ready to buy at a
was made. How many people in ordi- bill* only passed on the last day law against blasphemy and profane swearhandsome price all that find their way travel safely through this region than nary life know that this great disin- (June 17th), but the Governor at
once appointed, and the Senate as promptly ing was repealed in 1882,— Free Press,
into their towns. Vast quantities come his skin and a good supply of rockets fectant is one of the products of comconfirmed, the members of the board, as
—The Lansing correspondent of the
from the heaths of Brittany,, from the and Roman candles. By firing off a mon gas tar? After these properties follows: Henry C. Wisner and Geo. R.
were
extracted
from
the tar there were Richard of Wayne, for four years; Albert Post says "the Upper Peninsulacounties
few
of
the
latter
every
night
you
clear
-wolds of Yorkshire and Devon, or from
left heavy oils and residuum for which M. Henry of Wavno and Chester Warrihave almost doubled in population in the
the boggf uplands of Wales; and the away all hostile negroes during your
chemistry was puzzled to find a prac- ner of Jackson, for two years.
next
day’s
journey.
second
ingenlast four years. ” If that is true the census
Scottishmoors are searched as keenly
other officers.
tical use. It was not until 1869 that
ious
device
of
this
traveler
when
in
as the interests of grouse and other
The Senate at tke same time confirmed of 1880 or that of 1884 must bo in error.
satisfactory result was obtained by exThe populationof the Upper Peninsnla
game will permit. But the principal danger of having his throat ont and perimenting with this refuse, and then 385 notariespnblio and the following:
Members of commission to arrange for
ground where the plover egg crop is his “soul erased” by a friendlychief, the great discovery of alizarine was celebration of fiftieth anniversaryof the counties in 1880, accordingto the United
made. This product was first obtained
harvested is in the far North and the was to exhibit an Albino negro and
admission of Michigan into the Union— States census of that year, was 85,085. In
by the German chemists Graebe and
softly whisper the word smallpox in
Theodore H. Hinchmnn of Wayne County, 1884, accordingto the State census, the
remoter Hebrides.
Liebermann, but Prof, Perkins, who vice Wm. A. Moore, resigned.
populationwas 116,580. This is not a
the friendly chiefs ear. A discharge
had developed the aniline colors from
On the same principle, apparently, of artillery would not open a passage tar, was the first to give a practical Member of Pharmacy Board— Ottmar doubling of the population or anything like
Eberbach of Washtenaw,vice Christian
that the yonng woman, who, after “get- through a crowd more quickly than applicationto the German work. The Eberbach, resigned.
it. It is an increase of only a little over
ting religion,” found that her sealskin these magic words.
importance of this discovery may be
A FRAUD.
thirtj-six per cent— Free Press.
Early in the session the Attorney Genunderstood when it is known that in
sack and other finery were dragging
—At an early hour the other morning
Here is a Jewish opinion on the netf the first ten years following the intro- eral was directed to look up the facts in reher down to hell, and gave them to her
duction of the artificial alizarine in the gard to a societythat was doing business in Daniel Scotten, a wealthy Detroit manu-^,.
aister, a Western liquor dealer adver- version of the Old Testament. The
the State, with headquarters at Marine facturer,was visited by a polite barglar,
dyestuffs trade, it exceeded the total
says: “A large com- amount of natural alizarine, or madder City, and styling itself the “Mutual Martises as follow: “Having experienced
who suavely regretted disturbing him, but
riage Benevolent Association."It claimed
a change of heart through the blessed pany of Christian clergymen in this root, that had been handled in the
to pay each person insured a stated sum at desired the valuables of the family, which 9
efforts of Brother B. and Sister S., country and another in England have trade previous to its introduction. It marriage instead of at death. That officer he secured to the value of $700. He then
I desire to state to my numerous friends been engaged for fifteen years in the was, if anything, superior to madder, submitted a long opinion on the subject on visited the residence of Poor Commissionand patrons that at the end of the cur- preparation of this book, and we are and so much cheaper that the saving the 16th, in which he sat down hard on the er Hoames, from whom he secured jewelry
by its use up to i860 had amounted to institution, closing with these words: “The
rent month I shall retire frpm the ac- now to have the result of their joint
over $20,000,000. The discoveryof report of this association placed in my and silverwarevalued at $800. In his concursed liquor traffic forever. Until labors. The object of this revision, or alizarine in coal tar converted 400,000 hands is very far from a ‘full aud accurate’ versation he referred to his visit to Judge
that time my stock ou hand will be of- new taipilation,appears to be to obtain acres of land that had been used for report of its affairs, but consists of an ar- Brown, of the United States District Court,
gument and effort to establishthe merits of
fered at greatly reduced rates. Gome a closer and more exact rendering oi growing madder root into fertile fields the assoofation,in the interest, perhaps, of expressingregret that it was necessary for
the original, and incidentlyto modern- of corn and other cereals. With veg- pending legislation. My conclnsion is, as him to fire at tbe Judge, and rejoicing that
one, come all 1"
etable madder it required nine weeks above suggested, that the 'Mutual Marriage
ize the book by the snbstitntionof modhe did not wound him.
jtandRecently workmen on the Northern ern words for some which have become toperfeot the dyeing of a material Benevolent Association’has no legal stem
Tnrkey red. The artificial madder ac- ing, and is not duly organized under the
—A Detroit correspondent writes: Three
Pacifio Railroad, near South Prairie, obsollutesince the version now in use
complishedthe desired result in as statutes of Michigan." He was then au- angry German women stood in the corridor
Washington Territory, came upon a fir was prepared, some 250 years ago. It many hours. Three years ago the thorized by a resolutionof the House to
of the City Hall this morning and closely
log eight feet in diameter fifty-six feet is said that the revisers have examined chemist prodnoed an artificialindigo wind up the affairs of the so-called soinspec ted every person who descendedfrom
below the surface of the ground. It carefully every sentence of the book from the residnnm of gas tar, and, in ciety.
VERY LITTLE WORK.
the upper floors in the elevators. About 10
was in a soft state, but after being ex- with the view of correcting errors of connection with the aniline dyes and
Very little work was done daring the last o’clock ex'banker Joseph Kuhn stepped
alizarine of the same base, it is rapidly
three days of the session,less in fact than
posed to the air for a short time be- translation, and that, in order to insure
taking the place of vegetable indigo. has been done by former Legislatures on out, whereupontke women cackled with
came nearly as hard as a stone. The perfect aconracy,they have diligently Later, ths naphthalene yellows and
the last day, and instead of running at rage and surroundedhim. They upbraided
grain of the fir wood remains plainly compared several of the most ancient reds, with which entirely new effects in high-pressure speed nntil two o'clock' the
Joseph volubly, and were encouragedby a
-to be seen, but in color it might easily
copies in existence. Emphasis has color were made possible, were derived next morning, as is quite often done on the number of masculineGermans who stood
be taken for walnut While the wood been given to the fact that the revisers from coal tar residnnm. Chemists are closing night, both houses adjourned at near. One of the women, Mrs. Caroline
10:40 p. m.
was yet soft some made pipes of it, are not all of one creed, almost every still experimenting with the tar proMosback, finally screamed out in English:
THE GRAND TOTAL.
dnots, and other important developwhich after hardening became very section of the Protestant wing of the
As
is usual, the general appropriation “That is the fellow who stole our money!
ments will no doubt be made.”— ATetc
bill was not passed until the last day, and
handsome. Others made razor hones Christian Ghnroh being represented. York Sun,
Let’s kill him!” She accompanied the
then a difference arose between the two
•and different articles,for all of which That provision was wise, for a creed
houses that resulted in a committeeof con- words with a blow from her parasol,which
Rapid Transit.
it is excellent material
ference and came nesr beating the bill As knocked Mr. Kuhn’s hat off. It was imyery stubbornly held is liable to effect
Old Bob Key worth and Gilhooly finally passed the bill appropriates for two mediately pounced upon by the other
the impartialityof judges in a matter
were discussing scientific topics a few years a little less than $1,500,000.
During a snow storm last February
women, who tore U to tatters. Mrs. Mosvitally affecting the basis of creed. days ago.
THE CLOSING HOURS
.« London firm put up for posting,
But it is strange that if accuracy was
“Light travels at the rate of 20,000 of the session were marked by attempts to back in the meanwhile was vigorously ply•among others, a letter to a Glasgow
the object principallydesired, no Ro- miles a minute,” remarked Gilhooly. vote extra pay to different officers, and, as ing her umbrella over Kuhn’s head and
:firm, containinga check for a sum little
“I know betteri When I was a boy nsual, $2 to $3 per day extra was voted to shoulders. Policeman Sheen dashed aside
man Catholic church was invited to
the chief clerks of the two houses, and $1
4ihort of $5,000. The check not reachat school I remember very well that
the men who were urging the woman on in
assist,and still more remarkable that
to a few others, bnt the lines were drawn
the teacher told me light traveled at
ing its destination, in dne course paythe assault and seized her arm. Kahn then
closer than for many years.
in translatinga book, the original of
the rate of 6,000 miles a minute, and I
ment was stopped at the bank, and,
Resolutions of appreciation and thanks ran into the Register of Deed’s office and
which was written in Hebrew, by Jew- know he was not the kind of a man to
were adopted in regard to nearly every asked that he be protected from his Indignotwithstanding that every inquiry was
ish poets and seers, no invitation was tell a lie about a thing of this kind.”
officer from Lieutenant Governor and
made, nothing was heard of the letter
“He didn’t tell a lie. At that time, Speaker down to messengerboys, and then nant countrymen,who, he said, had delibextended to a Jewish scholar, who
at the time. Eventually, however, the
eratelyformed a plot to assassinate him.
surely might have been expected to forty or fifty years ago, when traveling the wheels of business for this season
facilitieswere slow, 6,000 miles a min- “stopped short never to go again."
The men, he believed,were armed, and had
check was brought to the firm who had
have superior qualificationsfor tbe
FAREWELL.
ute waa very fast time, bnt in these
instigatedthe assaultwith the expectation
drawn it, together with the letter, by a
With the close of this communication
work.”
days of rapid transit, 20,000 miles a
police inspector, who had found the
our labors at reporting the doings of the that he would in turn assaultthe woman
minute is nothing.— Teza# Siftings,
Thirty-third Legislature are ended, and we and thus give them an opportunityto kin
Mitt .ttMiiig to * block ol ice float* Bill) an old woOdchepper, “Wheqhip of the old .I The greatest homage wd can pay to return to our owq sanctum, where we must him. He believeshis life to be constantly
dng in th« TiMUl
ever I want to find a cm:
resume our duties as a worker as well a* an
Week I jnst the block.”
In danger.
enppoaitionk that the IttWr
troth la to use It
. Observer.
4— U-r;
M- iAftt fi j;

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

Buffalo Express: We lately saw a
funny thing” that pleased us much,
Thb widow of the late President for it seemed to presage of the humor
Barrios has one of the finest houses in of the future. It was in an English
New York. It is on Fifth avenue, and comic paper— London Fun, we think.
(And here let us remark that they in
<coat $300,000.
England are a century ahead of us in
EcwAffi) Everett Hale will devote intricate jocoseness). This paragraph
"the summer in Paris to searching for which haunts us yet like a voice heard
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Capt. J. P. Daily and 0. C. Johnston.

Wm. Verbrek, P.

connectionwith the HollandCity Water Works,
we are ready to make
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silver should be discounted

for
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BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

Holland City
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have occurred on the
and a detailed account

PESSINK BROS.

Holland, Mich., Jnue

The Chicago and West Michigan R’y
expects in the near future to extend their
line

from Baldwin

Traverse City. Gen-

eral

Manager Mnlliken has recentlybeen

to

in the

good old way, and winding up
the evening with a grand

in

route from Traverse City to Chicago, via.
city.

an

have received

Associations, to be held in Traverse City

very much

our inability to be present. The last two

employed in an excursion

and

While Ibe Fourth is being celebratedit
musi not be forgotten that the

people of Allegan are greatly ex-

Pessink Bros

Monday afternoon,

while he was searching through the

and

farm, about one

Moore

SELL

one-half miles west

of the village center for stray sheep. The

body was found in

a thick

clump of oak

bnshes. Her throat whs cut and every

in-

dication points to the belief that she bed

been outraged and then murdered. A
post-mortemexamination was held on
Tuesday. Two arrests have been made hut

FIRE WORKS

the evidence is purely circumstantial.

!

by the Wholesale and Retail,and that
^pur

Grand Haven.
ter, lately arrested at

Holland on

a

track of the Chicago and West Mich. Rail-

is the best in the city,

while our parlors

are tbe finest and pleasantest in
.

----

-

DON’T FAIL TO TRY

OUR

SODA

WATER!

The Most Delightful

SUMMER TOUR
And Irtry WMk Bar

_

WARD

FIRST

Drug Store.
BEST, M,

a

PEm

MIES

saldOttawacounty.in theclty of Grand Haven,
on the seventeenthday of August, next, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum doe ou
said mortgage with interest and costs.
Dated May twenty-second. A. D. 1886.

__

DANIEL PRATT,
CHARLES PRATT,

Executor* and Retiduary Legatee* a* aforesaid.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

CLOTHING!

Sttma

P.O.

Boxm

nspawysswph*

NOTHING NEW!

CLOTHING

Write for our
“Picturesque Mackinac,” llluatrated.
Oonteina Poll Particular*. Mailed YM*.

.

only that the

Our ClotbiogStore

is

now

SHERWIN - WILLIAMS
!

open.

IPAIITTS

No. 22 South River Street.
&

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
Qkn. Pass. Aqt„
PTTROIT, MICH.

WHITCOMB,

Next

to

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

THE BEST

IB I FL

Hair restorativeIn the world b Hall’s
Hair Rknkwka. It cures all dheaaes of

PROPRIETOR.

baldness, and restoresyt ----------freshnessof appearance to heads already
white with age. Tbe following are a few
Illustrations of what b done by

D,

are being sold

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE
We guaranteethat a gallon

will cover

!

275

JOHN

Mr.

A.

ROOST

SUPERIOR PAINT,
to

employed as clerk in the store and will
welcome all his «>hl friends and customers and the public generally.

any in the market.

is

Vegetable Sicilian

For Information and llluatratedsample book,
call

HAIR

LUNCHES!
We

will also feed the hungry and
wish can procure lunches at our

all

who

store.

_ #

work

and supper was over tbe compeny wan
treated to an impromptu entertainment
of vocal and instrumental music, recitations, etc., until nearly Sunday morning,
when the Grange was closed In regular
form and the compeny aeparated, feeling
that for an entertainment of tbe kind]
Georgetown Grange just “takes tbe cake.” 1 Holland, Mich.

RENEWER:

Maa. Htnrrai**T, 844 Franklin Avt*
Brooklyn, IT, Y., altar a severe attack of Eryalpelaa in tbe head, found her hair— already
gray-falling off to rapidly that abe soon became
quite bald. One bottle of Hall's Haib Rb>
xbwir brought it back aa soft, brown and
thick aa when abe wm a girl.
ft" Mb. Kbslixo, an old farmer, near Wartaw, Ind., had scarcelyany hair left,and what
little there wm of it had become nearly white.
One bottle of Hall’s Hair Rinewbb stopped
its falling out, and gave him a thick,luxuriant
bead of hair, os brown and fresh m he ever had.
Mbs. A. T. Wall, Grtenjltld,Cluthlrt,
Eng., writes : “I have found tbe greatest ben.
eflt from tbe nso of Hall’s Haib Rbxbwbb, it
having restored my hair, which wm rapllyCall,
ing off, and returned its originalcolor.”
Db. Emil Bur, Iktrolt, Mkh., certifies
that "Hall’s Haib Rixbwbb la excellentfor
hair growing, and gives hack the natural color
*o

,

'CX

After tbe regular

No

O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., May 12, 1884.

CLOTHING!

HALL’S

and

.

stock.

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

and other Temperance drinks.

Gien Barnaby, Confectionery,
telegraph operator here, was married Sunday afternoon to Miss Carrie Waite,
daughterof J. N. Waite, Esq John done
Nuts,
the ‘‘splicing.” Several other weddings
are hinted at for the Fourth, among the
rest it is suspected that a certain young
widow intends to again slip her neck into
Cigars.
the noose matrimonial ..... Rev. H. C.
Hurlbut is I understandto remain with us
a while longer though it was rumored a
short time since that he was to remove to
in large quantities,and enough for all.
another field oi labor... .Last Saturday
evening a very pleasant affair came off at
tbe Hall of Georgetown Grange, it being
the occasion of conferring the Fourth degree, and a feast, which, according to
Grange usage, accompanies the same.
Come and spend a portion of the Fourth
HudMiuYille Grange turned out ermtux
and such a filling up aa was indulged in with us. We will try to amuse you and
was a terror to the good things fornisbed will give you the worth of your money.
for that occasion

1881.

Come and examine our
trouble to show Goods.

square feet, two coats, and that they are a

:

Frir lairaM“ce

FLIEMAN,

Mortgage Sale.

MACKINAC.

Western Michigan.

HudsonviUe,

Maying is nicely under way. ..Mr. C.
K. Hoyt, one of tbe merchantsof Hudson
ville, is tbe happy “Dad” of a fine boy

g and en
manner

HIGGINS,

irJO

Detroit
C. D.

snow signal post and placed it across
the track near Grootenhuis* crossing. After they had placed tbe post, one of them
said “now let’s hide and see the trsin
jump,” and then leaped over the fence
near where Cunningham was hid. Mr.
Conningbam took hold of the oldest boy,
Paul, but hearing the train approach he
had to leave the boys and remove the obstruction from the track, which had been

Daniel Mull, a promisingyoung man of
was killed at his mill at Fruitport on Monday forenoon. He was working around the Patent edger, when his
sleeve was caught in the gearing which
drew him up against the saw nearly decapitating him. He died instantly.He
leaves a wife and three children. He was
buried Wednesday In Lake Forest ceme
lery.

Holland, Mich. Oct. 23,

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND

a

this city,

repul rir

GIVE US A CALL.

CREAM

ICE

Pagelson

hardly accomplished when tbe train
crossed tbe dangerous place. On bis return tbe boys were gone, but were arrested
-on Tuesday last by Sheriff Wo’tmsn.
They deny having anythingto do with the
matter, bnt tbe Justice thought different
and bound them over to the Circuit Court
for trial. The amount of ball was fixed at
' $500 each. John Vaupell and To'iias
Koffers signed the ball bonds for the boys
and they were released.

am preparedto do

Default having been made in tbe conditions of a
mortgage, executed by Mary O. Ford to Daniel
Pratt, dated the eighth day of July, A. D. 1878,
and duly recorded on the fourteenthday of September. A. D. 1874, in tbe oMc - of the Register of
deeds for Ottawa county, State of Michigan, in
LiberNo. l.ofmortgiizea, ou pages 22) and 221.
B,
D. Proper.
And the eatd Daniel Pratt having since died teatate, and Daniel Pratt and Charlea Pratt, a^na of
said deceased, having be< n duly appointed the exMr. Henry Luhenea a competent preecutoreofhU laat will and teatament, as well as
being tbe residuary legatees named in said will, scription clerk, has charge, and will be
an authenticated copy of which Mid will and the found at all hours, ready to compound
probate thereof was recordedin the Register's prescriptionsin
thoroughly reliable
office, aforesaid.May ninth, 1885, on which mortgage there is claimed to be due at the date hereof, manner.
the amount of five hundred and seventy-ninedolI have jnlit opened a new gallery in the First lars and eighty cents: Notice is hereby given that
A complete assortment of
Ward which I nave' refurnished and refitted, mak- said mortgage will be forgeiosed by a sale at pubing it one of the best in this section of tbe state.
lic vendue of the mortgaged premises thereindescribed,to-wlt: All that tract or parcel of land,
Allfi LOW'S
situate in tbe State of Michigan, iu the county of
COPYING AND INDIA INK WORK A SPECIALTY Ottawa, in said State, and describedas follows,
to-wlt: all of lot four that lies on the north side of Everything apertainlng to a first-classdrug
the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad. In Section It,
store will be kept constantly on hand.
Come and see my new quarters. Eighth street Township eight north of Kange 16 west, and also
near the crossing nl Fish.
that part of the east half of tbe northeastquarter
of said section which lies south of the state road,
B.P. HIGGINS.
It. B. BEST.
containing about thirty-fiveacres of land; also all
Holland. Mich., May 28,
16 tf
that part of lot number four, south of the Detroit
Holland, Mich.. June 27 1884
aud Milwaukeerailroad, iu SectionfourteenId
townshipeight, north of range sixteen west, containing one ami a half acres of laud, in said conntt
of Ottawa, at the front door of the court hom-e of

way, had an examination before Justice

on last Saturday. Mr. John
Cunningham,a section foreman on tbe
road, was the principalwitness against
tbe boys. He stated that on tbe 28tb inst.,
while on watch, be saw the boys pull

J.

Palaoa Steamers, low fiataa.
Tour Trip* par Weak Between

charge

train off the

Call and examine and give me a trial.

free a

The two boys, Paul R. and Leo. P. Cos

of attempting to throw a

Goods are warranted

1^5.

Eliza Sage, daughter of Loren Sage, by

Judge D. J. Arnold,

All the

MT

the various beautiful

olsces in that neighborhood.

cited over the finding of the deud body of

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

I

1885.

19,

and a

PHOTOGRAPHER

July 6, 7, 8, and 9. Tbe program is an inregret

OTHERS

and

SPECTACLES

which I will sell at astonishinglylow prices in
graving promptly and In the best
order to make room for my fall stock.

__ ___ _ J
$200,0001

B. P.

West Michigan Press

and we

COST.

also keep on hand a large assortment of

R,

invitation to at-

tend the sessions of the joint meeting of
the Michigan and

. The |>r(e|t aMortment „f

to he just as represented.

package of good*
of large value, 'that will idart
nil
von In work that will
at once bring yen in money faster than anything
else in America. All about the $200,000 in presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere,
of either sex. of all ages, for all the time, or spare
time only, to work for ns at their own homes.
Fortunesfor all workers absolutely as- nred. Don’t
elay. H. Hallktt A Co.. Portland. Maine.

determinedon the feasibilityof a direct

sell at

wishing anything in my line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of readymade work in

jin preMiusqiren away.
|S*-nd u* 5 cenix pottage,
and by mall you will gel

__

over the ground, and it is understoodhas

Grand Rapids and the

SOnable Prices,

of

lot

putln and repaired

Give ns a call.
VAN LANDEGEND 4 KERKHOF,

of the assistance renderedby the Life Sav-

ing Crews.

Sooii,

DIAMOND RINOB

Sleighs of Every Description.

FARMERS

kinds of

Cisterns and Drive Wells

—

the wrecks that

to Petoskey

Etc.

the

United States Life Saving Service for the

days are to be

!

have a

on baud which I propose to

year of 1884. It contains an account of

terestingone,

I also

once at a cost of about

$8,000.

up

Durability

I

new meebinery of the roller system, which
li to be put in at

Pm

ever dliplayed In this city.

the Odell Manufacturing

Company, of Ohio, for

com

,h'J

up residences for

Zeeland, have just closed a

contract with

The

cuttera for ease and
are superior, while in

Strength and

ity Mills, at

We

Milwaukee.These
for

cents.

ui

NorthwesternSleigh Company, Gp)0 and 8llver frnt£,ei) at Bea.
of

for all partiesdealring

DIAMONDS,
Sihenrus,Plitsim

made by the

Twenty-flye cent pieces are worth hot

all

FLIEMAN Jewelry, Watches,

J.

paring in

WA1ER PIPES

by all our merchants and business men.

H. Kbppbl

-dealerin-

ESTIMATES OTJTTEE/S

—

Breyman

The popular wagon mannfactarer

has in stock a number of the

office at Holland, Mich., July 2d, 1885:

Canadian

CUTTERS and SLEIfiHS. Otto

eionousNewspiyu.iiiQ

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

mm

I fl

HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.

faded and gray hair.”

«*

Mbs. B. E. Eluott, GlenctlU, W. Va.,
: "One bottle of Hall5s Haib Rknewbb
i-estored my hair to Its natural,youthful oolor.”

No in{uiioussubstances enter Into the
compoBition of Hall’s Hair Renkwer,
and it is not a dye. Its vegetable ingredients render it In the highest degree beneficial to the scalp as a preventive of disease. Its effects are natural and lasting,
and It does not make the hair dry and
trashy, like the so-called restoratives compounded with alcohol.

Buckingham's Dye

Early aud See Our Stock.
April 22, 1885. 12-8m

SFE.X1TG
&

L.

S.

BANOS9

DRUG STOKE.

.

Holland, Mich.,

Holland, Mich., May

-A-NTD

18,

1885.

STTMMBK/.

VAN DEN BEEGE,

have just received a large and very fine assorted line of

Millinery

& Fancy Goods.

All are invited to come and see their selected stock.

Holland, Mich., May

6,

1885.

ATTENTION
Plug Tobacco.

Farmers and

»OB THE

WHISKERS
Is, In four respects, superior to all other*.

Ift—It will produce a rich, natural
colofj brown or black, aa desired.
Sd— The color eo produced is permanent,
cannot be washed off, and will not soil anyMug with which It comes in contact.
8d— It is a single preparation,and more

Wsker

^

baf/or w
tluUl
4th— It oonUlns9,BDdeleteriousfogre-

offbnd

PREPARED BY
R. P. HALL * CO* Nasnua, M. H.

PESSINK BROS..

KREMERS &
Call

says

OO&AB! &S.d0

'

at

Sold by

all

Dealert In

If

Woodsmen.
We

the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver tbe year
will

buy

Sold by all Grocers and Tobacco Dealers. Noted for its
excellent chew, delicious flavor

all

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco

round, viz:
is manufactured of finest leaf,
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
purest sweetning “everybody
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
for
Black Ash Stave BoDs, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Reading Bolts 88 inches long sample^.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
1.
OO.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

chews Nimrod. Send

For making

contracts or further informationapply to Filter’s Stave Factory.
ED.

edldnea,
or to G.

YER SCHURE,

Van Patten &

Sujit.

Sons' store.

:
W. VENABLE *
Bl-ly
PwUraWrf

Va.

S'1*"#

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
IV. H.

Rogers, Editor and fyibllsher.

och; and about 193 are !n the different
poor houses of the state. It will be tbe
nicest piece of business

done in tbe

last

session of the legislatureto' provide a home
of Subsorip >lon .
$1.50 per year if paid in advnm>; $1 75 if for tbe old soldiersnext winter."
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
Church Items with the Services for
paid at six months.
T<o-morrow.
First
Reformed
Church, services at
Rates of advertising made known on app icatlon.
Yearly advertlaera have the privilege of three 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
changes.
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
BnainsM Cards In City Directory, not over three
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
lines, $2 per annnm.
tic*of----Notices
Births,Marriages, and Deaths pub- at 7:80. Rev. N. M. Steffens,D. D. will
lished wlthont charge for snbscrlben.
supply the pulpit.

Terms

>

t3T“ All advertising bills collectableanarterl

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
a. m., and
:30 p. m. Sunday school
at 1$ m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
10:30

[omcuL.J

7

Common Ooonoll

Pastor. Subjects: Morning, "Prosperity made profitable;” Evening, "AdverBollard, Mich., June 30, 1885.
sity made advantageous.” ' CongregaThe Common Connell met pursuant to adjourn- tional singing. Opening anthems by
ment and was called to order by the Mayor.
the choir. Weekly
(ly praise and prayer
Members present: Mayor Kanters, Aldermen meeting Thursday at 7:80 p. m. All are
Rose, Ter yree. Burgess, Bangs, Kanters, De Koo,
welcome.
Bertsch and the Clerk.

TDK
HE REV
1EV. GKO. H. THAYER, of Bonrbon,
Ind safs: "
.. JHILOH’8
___ BUMF^ON CUM" °Fot Mt!
*8 cjiN

to
by

TEST TOUR BiKBIl POIHEB Tfl-DAI!

YatesAKsne.

_

ARE YOU

MADE miserableby Indigestion,
Const tpetlon. Dlxsinets, Loss of Ap petite,Yellow
bktu? bhlloh’s VltallzerIs a positive cure. For
gal* by Yates A Kims

WHY

oonrxuajcsr jajMtaaoxrxjau
TMI TEST

^ABOUT

l

Place a can top down on a hot rto*e until Stated, thoa
ramova tbe cover and mmII. a chemUt will not M
pairedSo detect tbei
of

o

i

WILL YOU cough when Shiloh's Care
will eivo Immediate relief. Price 10 ctt. 50 cts.
and $1. For tale by Yatep A Kane.

aJMitKjiiBr- —

CATARRH KEMEDY-a positive

cure for Catarrh, Dlpthorla and Canker Mouth.
For tale by Yatee A Kane.

D*. THOMAS’ RCLtCTRIC OIL
pwprietoeacan funuck eo application.

HACKMET4CK1* a
fume.

lasting and fragrant perPrice 85 and 50 cents. For sale
ale by Yates

Toothache — in 5 Minutes
Earache ......
M
Backache ..... “ t Honrs

A Kane.

s

CURE

SHILOH'S
will immediately relieve
Croup, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.For sale
by Yates A Kane.
FOR DYSPEPblA and

Lameness

free witheichbottle of
Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 cents. For
sale by Yates A Ksne.

.

cash.

—

BOOTS AND SHOES.

Deafhesa

POR

-

J>PRICfS

.

EXTRACTS
MOST PERFECT MADE

7th, 1883.

GEO. H. 8IPP,

Hope

The

last

City Clerk

Grand Haven Herald

Grand Haven Public
bchools. Prof. Fairfield was appointed

by the State Superintendentof Public Instructionto attend the examinations at
Hope College, which he did, and gave his
Impressionsin

a column

article in the

above named paper, from which we make

Ni’t

TOWNS.

Exp. Exp. Mail Exp. Exp.

K

IMPORTANT.
you visit or leave New York City, save
Baggage,Expressage, and Carriage hire and stop
atthe Grand Unton Hotel, opposite Grand Central Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted np at a cost of one million
dollars,reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on European plan. Restanrantsupplied with the
best. Horse cir, stages, and elevated railroad to
all depots. Families can live better for less
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class hotel In the
15-ly

When

Chicago

New

.....

Buffalo.

12
Hartford
2
Holland ............. 4
Zeeland ............ 4
Grand Rapids ....... 6

3 80

“a

QoupH wfll ease h

)

5

Days
Hlautea

5

“

| mbratea, aai positively
the outset.

cue aaycaecwbca usedal

Rememberthat Dr. , Tbomae* Icleetrfe 08
ordinary medicine.

WORTHY
Of Confidence.
AYER’S
parte of the world, haa proved Its efficacy aa the beat blood alterative known
to medical science.

SARSAPARILLA
genuine Honduraa Sarsaparilla) is its
base, and ita powers are enhanced by
the extractsof Yellow Dock and 8tlh
llngia, the Iodides of Potassium and
Iron, and other potent Ingredients,

in
19

your blood vitiatedby derangements
of the digestive and aaslmllatonr functions? is It tainted by Scrofula? or
does It contoin the poison of Mercury
or Contagious Disease?

TUP
I

lexhog physicians of the United
fit States, who know the composition
of Aykr's Sarsaparilla, say that
nothing else so good for tbe purification of the blood is within the range of

pharmacy.

V

ky the use of this remedy Is It
possible for a person who has
corrupted blood to attain sound health
and prevent transmission of the de^
structive
Ive taint to posterity.

fllll

UIVkv

THOROUGHLY^^S
of the system must
Include not only the removal of corruption from the blood, but its enrichment and the strengthening of the
vital organs.
DCI I ADI T witnesses, all over the
nLLIADLc. world, tectlfythat this
work Is better accomplished by Ayir’$
Sarsaparilla than by any other

BLOOD
weakened through diminution of the
corpuscU
red corpwcles
Is made strong, by
Aykr's Sarsaparilla.

A Good Clean Shaye^

PURIFYING
A Scientific Haircut, or

900

Invi orating Shampoo.
at

any time.

time in serious coses, but benefit will
be derived from the use of AYKR’f
Sarsaparillamore speedily than
from anything else.
for which like effectsare
HEDICINC. falsely claimed. Is shun*
dant inthe market, under manynames^

pmniivp

Vi’t

TOWNS.

m

PENTWATER. HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

FROM HOLLAND TO

city.

......

“

you can get a

540 11

10

! 2

Hoar

remedy.

p.m. a.m. a.m.jp.m.

the world’s confidence,is

Exp. Mail Exp.Mtx.Exp.
Ladies hair cleaned and dressed In the lateit

Didn’t Need

A

fashion.

It

guest at a country

hotel, after

summoned the
negro waiter and said :
“Look here, what the deuce am I going to do about these mosquitoes?
They are about to eat me up.
Sorry, boss,
_orry,
‘
dat we had to put yer
in dis room, but it couldn’ be hepped."
“That’s all right. No doubt the intentions of the establishmentare good,
but confound it, you don’t want me to
be eaten up alive, do you?”
“Oh, no, sah; do n wush ter harm
vainly trying to sleep,

Y<

yer."

Holland ............
Grand Haven .......
Fermburg ..........
Muskegon ..........
Montague ...........

Pentwater .......

...

6
6
7
8
10
a.

30111 06. 4 10
4011 13 4 15
30 11 65 4 50
.....

12!

Hill

FIBST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE

45 .....

10

OOj

.....

Holland, Mich.. March

m. a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.

Dr. J. O. Ayer A Co.,

1885.

18.

Ni’t

TOWNS.

Mail Exp Exp. Mix. Exp.
a.

Holland ......
Grand Haven.
Ferrvsburg. ..
Muskegon .....
Montague .....
Pentwater.....

1

10
9
8
8
T

m. p.m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
00 1 20 11 15 305 8 16
00 12 33 10 26 210 7 30
50 12 28 10 20 2 00 725
1511
9 85 1 20 6 50

M

10 10 56

J W.

B

OSMAN,

Merchant

SHINGLES!

Tailor,
We

Mannfacturi* all grade* of ehlngjtt and wl
as cheap a* auy dealer.Cali1 tt
u
at thoPluggerMills or call ou T. Koppol befot
buying elsewhere.

to Holland.

1

TOWNS.

Mail Mail Mix.

a.m. p.m. p. m.
p3

*; ... Holland

...

Ready-Made

Clothing,

.

,

.

.

.

diers next winter. Last year 568 soldiers

•hat,

f pedal gotitrg.

post# and women’s relief corps in tbe state.

Aw

it

stock of stationeir justre-

YATE9 6 KANE.

largo quantity of Pine and

WOOD

Arh
!

Try a load.

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS

J.
Holland. Mich., April

VAN PUTTIN' A CO.
80,

1885.

13-8m.

NECKWEAR, HAT3 AND CAPS, ETC.

1

.

•the G. A. R. posts, which subscribed $800 ceived.

a

|

TOWNS

weie taken care of by the differentarmy

W* also have

SUMMER

10 15 5 25i 1 00

’Cast' day's

“Why?”

d

sell them

and dealer in

From Allegan to

a.m.
10 15

Lowed, Mass*

Sold by all Druggists: Pricafil;
Six botUesfor$6. c

a.m. p.m- p.m. p.m.

“Yes, sail.”
“Why, then, c.m’t I have one?”

PRRPARRD BT

!

BAUMGARTEL.

FROM PENTWATER TO HOLLAND.

“Well, why don’t you give me a mosPr< m Holland to
quite bar? You’ve given one to that
‘
Allegan.
man,” pointing to a bed at the opposite
Mail Exp. Mail
side of the room.

“

Ayers Sarsaparilla,

w.

only one ’lowed ter each 10 30 .... 3 4.V ... Fillmore.... 9 60 5 10j12 30
10 42 ..... 355 ...Hamilton... 9 42 6 H3 12 14
room, but I’ll take de one from de 11 16
... Allegan ... 9 10 4 50,11 15
gennerman, s:ih, an’ gin it ter ver.”
a.m. p.m.lp.m.'
a.m. p.m.ia.m.
“I don't want you to do that. He
Tickets to all points in tbe United States and
Canada.
benches, visited in vacation time will not will complain."
t Daily all other trains daily excent Sunday.
arouse you to enthusiasm; go during
“Oh, no, sah. Hedoan needit.”
• Flag stations.All trains run by Central
school time if you wish to catch the eduStandard Time.
cational spirit of earnestness that prevades
J. H. Cabpkntfr Gen. Pass. Agent.
“ ’Case he’s dead, sah.”— 4rfcansau>
F.G.Chubchill, Agent, Hoi’ and.
the insii.utlon. * * *
Travel r.
With proper encouragement this little
"leaven" of the higher education ought to
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
outgrow its preparatorydepartment, at
A Sign of Success.
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885
least two years of It, leaving that work for
While Yerffi was putting the finishthe public schools; and continue to work
OOINQ WIST. Ci&tral Time
DOING IA8T.
ing touches upon “fl Trovatore” he
until it leavens the whole educationalsenwas
visited in his study by a privileged Pass. Mix’d Pass.
Pass.
Pass. Mix.
timent wi bin its reach."
friend, who was one of the ablest living
p. m.
a. m. p. m.
a. m.
musicians and critics.The latter was 10 10
5 Hi
5 45 L Toledo A 11 10
The Sol&iert’ Home.
6 40 . Dufidee.. 10 10 4 15
permitted to glance over tbe score and 11 02
fl
46
704 ..Brlt*on ..
3 52
11 24
7 09 .Ridgeway. 942 3 47
The Detroit Journal of last Tuesday try the “Anvil Chorus” on the piano- It 29
forte. “What do you think of that?” 11 39
7 16 .Tecumseh. 9 82 .3 87
contains the following in regard to the
55
7 V ...Tipton... 9 17
3 22
asked the master. “Trash 1” said the 11
3 08
12 08
7 45 ...Uneted.. 9 05
Boldiers’ Home: "Senator Hueston is vis- connoisseur. Verdi robbed his hands
12 80
8 09 ..Addisou.. 8 43 2 45
2 28
8 2) .. Jerome.. 8 V6
iting at the residence of Dr. B. R. Hoyt, and chuckled. “Now look at this, and 12 48
12 55
8 .32 ..Moscow.. 820 2 21
this,”
he
said.
“Rubbish
!”
The
comBoulevard-ave. He is chairman of the
1 06
842 ..Hanover.. 809 2 10
poser rose and embraced his friend 1 17 a. m 8 53 ..Pulaski. 7 59 1 59 p.m
)oint committee appointedby the govern« 20 U 16
Homer .. 7 87 138 800
with a burst of joy. “What do yon 21 83
05 6 47 9 44 .Marshall 7 11
1 12 7 38
or to Inquire into tbe feasibility of estabmean by such strange conduct?” asked 2 17 6 59 fl 57 .Cereeco. 6 59 1 01 7 21
lishing a home for soldiers. Speaking on the critical one. “My dear friend,”
236 7 17 10 15 .BattleCr’k 640 18 42 7 03
12 22 6 43
2 56 78?
that topic he said last evening: "The mat- responded the master, “I have been
12 15 6 85
8 04 7 45
•209 429
..Richland
S 10 7 52
ter is now In the hands of a commission composing a ‘popular’ opera; in it I
555
11 .30
3 45 8 M
.Nontieth..
appointed by the governor. I shall go resolved to please everybody excel
8 53 R 33
11 27 5 »7
....Fisk....
the
great
judges
and
classicists lil
5 87
11 21
3 59 8 39
..Kellogg..
north and meet with that commission next
11 10 525
A Allegsn L
yon. Had I pleased yon, I should have 4 10 8 50
a.m.
a.
tn.
week at Grand Rapids and Big Rapids and
p.
m.
p. m.
pleased no one else; what yon say ashave a conferencein regard to tbe rites of- sures me of sac ess. In three months
Train Conneetioss.
fered by different cities of tbe state. In 'll Trovatore* will be sung, and roared
At Toledo, with ail ratlroadediverging. At Dundee, with T A. A. A G. T. Al Britton, with Waball probability a site will be decided upon and whistled,and barrel-organ ed all
ash, St. Louie A Pacific.Al Teeumieb. with Lake
over
ItiUy.”
And
so
it
was.—
AfanShore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome,with L. 8.
in a short time and arrangementsmade to
AM.B At Hanover, with L. 8. AM. 8. At
cheater• Times.
establish a comfortable home for the sol-

About 100 of these were taken cert of by
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1
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a. m.lp. m. p, m. a.m. p.m.

the following extracts:

“ * # To the general excellenceand
thoroughnessof the work done In all the
departmentsI can testify, so far aa the examinations attended by me revealed
I have already confessedto myselt, and
now do so to you Mr. Editors, that I am
surprised at what I have seen and heard
in these two days visit at Hope College.
Without giving the matter much thought
I was inclined
opinion that it was a
clined to the
t
one-horse institution. I am glad to be
witness to the fact that it is "one-horse"
only in Its size, financialability, and number of its students; it is certainly strong
in the ability of its faculty and in the
thoroughnessof its work.
If I shall have succeeded by this communication in calling more thoughtful attention to this institutionfor higher education, which is in our midst, my purpose
In thus addressing you will have been accomplished.The College is worthy the
hearty support and liberal patronage of
Western Michigan; these it must gradually secure as its merits become more
widely known. Its few buildingswith
walls unadorned and the stifl recitation
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FROM CHICAGO TO GRAND RAPIDS.

con-

tained an article from the pen of Prof, E.
B. Fnirfieid,of the

p.m. p.m.

P-m-

CHICAGO,

7 10
2 60 4 30 2 45; ..... 0 10 2 35
1* 40 3 00 1 08! ..... 5 45 10 17
Holland
....... 10 25 1 40 11 35 , 6 35 2 15 5 00
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positiveZeeland ....... 10 02 ..... Ill 23*5 10, .....
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is Grand Rapids. 9 15 1 0010 40, 4 15 .....
a.m. p.m. p.m. p. m.:n. in. a.m.

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh.

OoUeffe.
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Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
TOWN'S.
By Aid. Kanters—
Resolved, That the Board of Water CommisThe best salve in tbe world for Cuts,
sioners be and are hereby Instrncted to purchasea
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Chicago. .
clock for the water works building.— Adopted.
New Buffalo-.
Council adjournedto Tuesday 7:80, p. m. July Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Hartford ......

“

Palnof Scald.

SPECIAL

letup

.

Fain of Buna..

film

CHICAGO.

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO CHICAGO.

t

Colds ........... «*S4 Hours
Bore Throat. . “ zs “

TESTJFTHE
PRICE BAKING POWDER

"

.....

Hoarseness..

NASAL INJECTOR

Lo:

“

Days
Coughs --------- “ mo Minute*

Liver complaint,you

have a printedguaranteeon every bottle of Shiloh’s Vltallzer. It never falls to care. For sale
by Yates A Kane.

A

bee

made the following ceres, proof of whkh the

m.

1885,, the paying for the ringing
ring!
of the bell, by the
City of Holland, be discontinued
Adopted.

*

And note the followiag

SHILOH’S

Reading of the minutes dispensed with.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
riTITIOMBAHD ACCOUNTS.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 a. m., and
Kremers & Banos have • full stock of
The following bills were presented for payment: 2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45 p. tn.
D. Hluyter, ringing bell 6 months, fttt.00 P. A A. Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80. Paints, Oils, Vsroishes, paint and whitefiteketee,paid poor order, tS.OO; Meyer, Bronwer
wash brushes, which they are selling al
A Co., coffln A box for M. Loycngoed,
......
$9.0); L. Subjects: Morning, "The Sabbath a diDOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
low llgliMi for
‘
Por, digging grate, etc., for M. Veryeel,$1.50; W. vine and permanent institution." Afterns NSAWRfPiiiie mas tufriii
i sctwiosh.
Boseboom,8M days labor on streets,110.69; J. noon, "The sheep of the good Shepherd
Piulm, 1 dav labor on streets, $1.85; A. \ erschnre,
A
fine
Hue
ef
Blank
Books
just re
la a million homes for a quarter of a century It haa
saw flllng, $1.00;J. Van Dyk, lumber and labor have eternal lite.”
stood the coniumera’ reliable test.
ceived. Call and see. Yates & Kane,
on B. R. H. Bridge*.$40.05; Peninsular Gas Light
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Co., rep. streetlamp burners, $.8.00;C. A W. M.
THE
OVEI.
Services at 9:30 a. in., and 2 p. m. SunFor fresh herbs and f>ure drugs go to
R*y Co., freighton 9 lanterns,58 cts; Geo. H. 31pp.
Express and
tage, $8.35; R. Astra, 5
‘ days day school al 8:45.
the Central Drug store.
CO.,
special police.$7.50;
10; Charles Odell.2 days special
Holland Christian Ref. Church— SerI olice, $8.00; G. J. Dinkeloo,
L
1 day special police,
Fresh, pure Drugs cons»4ntly receiving.
vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 apd 7 p. m.
Dr. Price’s Special FlaToriiiiEitracls,
YATES & KANE.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
n**tw»wt,wm iiSSi— salMlarelBwsf la*ea,*ad
George, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m
Dr. Prloe’i Lupulln Yeait
al police, $18.75;R. Kanters A Sons, hardPrayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:80.
For Light, Healthy Bread.The Best Dry Hop
ware, $-20.15; Hamilton Robber Co. 7 rubber coats,
We hsve just received a large new stock
Yea*t in the World.
$88.75; K. Winter, blacksmithingand material, Subjects: Morning, "The pienitlcance of of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
$4.10.— Allowed and warrants ordered Issued on our nationalindependence."Evening,
SALE
BY GROCERS.
spring and summer trade. The atock is
the city treasurer (or the severalamounts.
ST. LOUIS.
"The Great Conqueror."
complete and embraces tbe latest styles of
COXXUMICATIOMS TBOH OITT omciRt.
Ladles’ and Gents’ Shoes, which are sold
The secreury of Protection Hose Co., reported
A StartlingDiscovery.
at reasonable prices. We sell
the resignation ofE. Kok and Frank Van Ry as
members of the company, and the election of
Fargo’s Boots and Fine Ladies Shoos.
Mr.
Wm.
Johnson,
of
Huron,
Dak.,
Albert Klooster as member of the company' subL. 8PRIET8MA & SON,
ject to the approval of the common conncu.—Ap- writes that his wife bad been troubled
Holland, March 19, 1885.
7-ly
proved.
The Clerk reported contract for rnnnlog the with acute Bronchitis for many years, and
pumping machinery of the Holland City Water that all remedies tried gave no relief, unCroquet sets, Base Ball goods and
Vo ks.— Approved.
Woks.-/
Fishing Tackle. Call and see
til he procured a bottle of Dr. King’s New
Rond of R. KantersA Sons, as principals, and
YATES & KANE.
Henry Kremers and Ulke De Vries, as sureties, in Discovery for Consumption, Coughs, and
the sum of two hundred dollars, for the laying of
a fonr Inch water pipe from the eighth streetmain Colds, which had a magical effect, and
to railroadtank, was presented and approved.
produced a permanent cure. It is guarffiail jgtouto.
The following
ring bills having been approved by
the Board of water Commissionerswere present- anteed to cure all Diseasesof Throat,
ed for payment: National Tube Works Co. 6 caps
and chains for hydrant nozzles, $5.80; James B. Lungs, or Bronchial Tubes.
Ciicaio & West
Railway.
Clow A Son, three doz. corporation taps, $30 8-3;
Tiial Bottles Free at H. Walsh's Drug
Walsh, De Roo A Co., valvollne and lubricant,
$8.00; C. a W. M. R’y Co., freight, $1.61 ; Geo. H. Store. Large size $1.
Taking effect Sunday June 21, 1885.
Slpp,
Slpp,'express on Inspirator, 40 cts;E. Winters,
canlklngtools, etc., $5.50.— Allowed and warrants
Beware
of Frauds.— Be sure you get the
ordered issued on the city treasurerfor the several
stror
Natural Fruit Flavors.
Shorteit ud only line mniig diy Coithn.Parlor Can ..Purest and ongeet
amounts.
genuine Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. It
Vanilla, Lemon, ____
aai
Sleeper!
between
Chicago,
Toledo,
Graao
Rapids
flavor
as
delicately
and
i
MOTIONS AMD BSSOLUTIONS.
cures Colds, Croup, Asthma, Deafness and
and XoskegoD.
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,
By
Bv Aid. 1Rose—
Ruolvtd,
That on
and after the firstdav of July Rheumatism.
BT. LOUIS.
totoui,That
<
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READ:

Broad* advert! ted a* abtoleuly pore

with M. V. R.

R.

At Battle Creek, with Cht-

Spring Opening
A large and very

fine line

of

SUITIJsTGS G. Van Pullen &
ADE

C

°*
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!
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Sum,

B00<1

FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,

GIVE ME A CALL.

FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.
FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,

Oar large stock of
will

READY-MADECLOTHING

FOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.

be sold at bottom prices.

FOR BARGAINS IN HATS.
Examine our Goods before purchasing elsewhere.

FOR BARGAINS IN GROCKR1SS
and for all goods kept in a

J.

Holland, Mich., April 18,

W. BOSMAW,

1864.

ll-ly

General Store
tin

n,

or working people. Send 10 cent!

ntlrz
more money

?Bd

?fe

w,n m*u

y°o

a

royal, valuable sample box of gooda
that will put yon In the way of making
In
Ing
in a few
lew dav*
uave than yon ever
thought poeelble at any builneae.Capital not required. You can live at borne and work tn epare
rime only, or all the time. Aliof both
sexee.of
_ taxes,
of
all ages, grandly saocesefol. 50 cents to $5 easily
earned every evening. That all who want work

where yon can bay the beet goods

OXXBAP,

'm
l

O

NIGHT! O NIGHT.

gone ashore to fill the last of the casks;
P^iw brl>rhtJehovah’* carpet I^B^lei^Mhour! the mate was with us and it was one of
his ugliest days, for he kicked us about
Puisfn r e tc rm ty ^M an u mrard look*;*^
as though we had no more feeling than
Hcliwks, and upward aim*; and calm-eyed
the boat or the ground we stood on.
benutt
That sleep not, have thy go.den deep for Because I didn’t please him about
dr.amal
something he struck me with an oar,
>ho I roost mtseraWe of the flesh,
and then I struck back with my fist
Proclaim within me tbiobbioxs of the light
JWrom vender stars. For I have something and downed him. Thereat of the men
. „ ... .
Jealouslyseatiaeled, and leashed with heart- palled me off, but they didn’t pull very
...
hard, as they were all right glad to see
Wh cb. whon the heavens throw their portals the fellow pounded at last. When they
got ns apart I saw what I had done and
To pay ttre, Night, thy oeremonial,
Itoers iorih on eaoi familiar galaxy
knew the mate would have his revenge
As if those beacons burned for its return.
on
me as soon as we got to sea again. I
And as I lav my head at rest, each eve,
Thine oft-recurring mandate to obey,
thought it all over in a second, and in
-« Night! I feel my prisonermore glad,
my frenzy conduced I might as well
More con' dt nt of bis release. Alas!.
Why breaks my soul so quickly from my be eaten by the savages ss beaten to
death by the mate and thrown over for
'my yearns, alas, my body for my soul!
the sharks before we made another
Alas, why does my quivering form belle
Us wretched doom wlrn I upsend mine oyesl port.
'O Hlgbt! forgivemy corporaldalighti
“I turned and went straight to the
Jbrglve my bodr’s envy of my soull
Jiake my pt-or flesh and blood like calm-eyed bushes where 1 knew the natives were
watohing us. I just said 'Good by, to
And let nie have thy golden deep for dreams.
my shipmates and nothing more. They
—John McGovern, in the Current

star-like
•strinw, .

•

#

'

,

yelled for

LIVING AND DYING.
John Smith was eke a goodly man
As ever lived on earth—
'The wor d admired and loudly praised
His truly pious worth;
/His life was full of charity
And free from sinful pride—
. But scarce had lived to thirty-four,
When one calm eventide
A route kicked at him playfully,
And Smith scon after died.

-John Brown,

a knave of deepest hue,
Dwelt in the self same town—
.Agtosscr,meaner, viler scamp
There never lived than Brown.
He cursed, be swore, he smoked, he chewed,
* ’ He even keno played,
And down In Texas years ago
They say a man be slayed—
’ Yet ho lived on contentedly
And lots of monev made.
‘Till. Hi ally, a gniynalred man,

me

to

oome

back, but I didn’t

turn nor atop. The mate started after
me, but he thought better of it and
wheeled around before going twenty
yards.
• “In five or ten minutes I was in the
middle of a group of natives who were
armed with spears and clubs, and had
their bodies streaked and painted in a
hideous way. They wore no clothing
except a strip around the waist, and
more than half of them conld not boast
as

much

as

that They tore

off

my

clothes, and then examined my limbs
exactly as a butcher examines an ox to
ascertain his condition. One old fellow
who seemed to have some sort of authority over the rest

pinched my arm

monies which preceded the cannibal
feast
“Fires were burning at the rear of
the monnd, and I could see the smoke
raising in feathery curls from at least a
dozen places. Tanoa waved his hand
as a signal that all was ready, and immediately several athletic fellows
stepped from the. crowd, two of them
seized each prisoner and carried him
about fifty yards away from the front
of the monnd and then placed him on
the ground again. All my fellow victims were natives, and, as I afterward
learned, were captured in a foray upon
a neighboring island.
“It was the custom among the Feejeeans in cannibal days to devour their
prisoners of war and those killed in
battle. Tribes often went on the warpath solely for the purpose of obtaining victims to be served up as food,
very much as in other lands expeditions are organized for banting deer or
other wild animals whose flesh is edible. The crews of wrecked ships or
boats were always killed and eaten;
they were regarded tt the gifts of
Providence, and the people often besought their gods to send them a
wreck that they might be provided with
food. This superstitionregarding
those who were unfortunate enough to
be cast on their shores was more firmly
fixed in the minds of the cannibals than
any other, and they clung to it after relingnishingtheir claim to make war in
order to eat those whom they captured.
“A conch shell was blown as a signal
for beginning the slaughter. One of
the prisoners was seized by his two
custodians,who each grasped an arm
and a leg and then ran rapidly along
the line till they dashed their victim’s
head against the great stone I have described. Then another and another
was disposed of in the same way, and
carried off to the rear of the mound,
and my torn had arrived ! Horrible as
was this mode of death, it was, after
all, a merciful one, as it was unaccompanied by torture. A single blow
against the stone and all was over.
“I had been lying on my back, with
my head turned to one side during the
dispatching of my companions in captivity, and, with my experience as a
sailor, had managed to work loose the
knots that bound my hands, bnt I did
not remove the cord. My executioners
seized mein the customary manner, and
started on their deadly mission. As
they did so they doubled my legs under
me so that the knot around my ankles
touched my hands. Instantly I unfastened the cord, but still held hands
and feet as closely together as though
the lashing were seonre. And now for
the grand stroke which would save

they tried by every means in their
power to prevent my leaving them.
“In course of time they grew less
watchful, and I occasionallywent off
by myself for a few hours without exciting suspicion. I always went toward
the coaat, but invariablytook a circuitous route'; when in sight of the sea
I scanned it carefully for a sail, and if
none was in sight immediately retraced
my steps to the village. Toward the
end of the year I did this every day or
two, or as often as I thought it safe. I
generally returned with a bunch of
bananas or a cluster of bread frnit, so
that
absence was ostensibly in
search of food.
“One day my heart came into my
month ! As I looked through a rift in
the trees a ship was standing into the
little bay where I had my fight with
the mate and threw myself into the
arms of the cannibals. Away I went
down the path os fast as I could run;
luckily I didn’t meet any one, and went
at snoh a pace that no .pursuer could
have caught
Out I came on the
beach just as the anchor went down to
the sandy bottom; I looked baok and
thought some of the vill&ge people
were coming. I didn’t wait to make
sure of it, but plunged in and swam off
to the ship.
“It was a long swim, and I was near
drowning, but I got there all right and
was hanled on board. Tho captain
heard my story, then ordered me to be
dressed and set to work, and I went to
work with a will. He was a rough,

The old water mill— a thing of the

past What man of

nibals.

,

middle age or be-

yond does not recall it with pleasure,
and cherish its memory as one of the
dearest of boyhood’s days? How hap-

py when mounted astride a sack of
corn or wheat on the old family horse,
and headed for the old mill two or
three miles away on Shoal Creek! But
happier still when, upon arriving there,
it was found that three or four hours
would elapse before the “gjist” would
be reached, and converted into meal or
flour. For would not these hours be
spent at the old mill? The dinner
hour came and passed by, but was not
heeded. To see the rushing waters
and watch the machinery in motion was
hotter than food or drink. But such
muohiuery, all of wood! What jerkj,
jarry, jangling wheels; what cumbrous
oreaky axles; how hard the oranky cogs
caught upon one another, and when
once caught how loth to let go; how,
at a snail’s pace, the great “up-anddown" saw out its way through the
rough oak log that was so slowly, being
made into only a little less rough lumber; how the old mill rattled and
trembled in its every timber; how
ornde the handicraft; how great the
friction; what a noisy restance of inert
matter to the propelling tendency of applied force! Bnt all this was neither
heeded nor oared for then. To be ot
the old mill rounded out one day of
boyish enjoyment. Hard by was the
mill pond, to whioh my boyish imagiblunt, good-hearted man from New nation gave dark and hidden depths,
Bedford ; his mate was pretty severe whose mysteries would never be penewith the men, but a vast improvement trated or solved. My fancy was ever
on my old one. All’s well that ends busy picturing the strange forms and
well, and I have nothing particularly mysterious processes that existed and
to regret in that eventful residence in transpired beneath its placid surface.
Feejee. I afterward learned that my The .awkward mud turtle, from ita
former ship went down with all on quiet sunbath on an old log, was seen
board a few weeks after I deserted her to plunge into its bosom. A water
and so my escape to the man-eaters moccasin, with elevated head and
was
salvation.”—C/iicaflo Inter quickly-moving tongue protruding from
Ocean,
its open mouth, was sometimes observed
skimming its surface; and from its
A Sand-Storm in New Mexico.
depths was one day taken a “gar” four
The air was still as death, and there feet long, a strange fish, with a duckwas not a puff of wind nor a rag of like bill half as long as its
cloud in the whole horizon. I observed, body. If, I reasoned,the mill pond
however, that the sky had undergonea shyly reveals and reluctantlygives up
curious change. There was no dimi- these creatures concealed in its hidden
nution of the blazing sunlight, but the recesses, there must be yet stranger
deep blue had been superseded by a forms that lead yet more mysterious
strange white glare that was nearly lives.
blinding,and the heat had increased
In a shady nook, tied to an exposed
rather than diminished. We saddled and projectingroot from a great sycahastily, and were soon threading our more, was a canoe or “dug-out.” Thia
way through the broiling labyrinth of had been fashioned from the trunk of
sand-hills and out on the broad mesa a tree with that tool for all purposes so
again. We had not gone more than a indispensableto the woodman, an axe.
mile or two in the direction of Espan- With bark removed, ends cat tapering,
ola when Joe, who had been glancing a deep, trough-like surface ohopped
about in all directions, suddenly re- from its upper side, the rude boat was
me!
Suddenly I gave a violent spring marked, “There she comes!” and jump- finished and ready for launching upon
with hands and feet that threw my ing off his burro, commenced tying the waters of the mill pond. The
bearers to the ground, as they were to- him np behind an adjacent heap of cance was propelled by a sort of padtally unprepared for anything of the large bowlders. We stared in the di- dle or rnde oar made from a short piece
kind. I went to the ground with them, rection he pointed,but could discover of board four or five inches wide, havbut was np in an instant We were nothing save the white sky, the hills, ing the upper end narrowed down so as
not six feet away from the foot of the and the sandy plains. As we looked, lo be easily grasped by the hand. By
execution stone, and the head of one however, we gradually became aware special favor from the miller, long
that far down the valley two or three canoe rides were sometimes taken up
of my late bearers touched it.
“With the agility of a cat— for I was of the hills had entirely disappeared, the creek in this rude craft Awhile
a great deal younger then than now— and, stranger still, that more of them ago I visited one of these oldI sprang to the top of the mound and were being eaten np under our very mills, one
these old relright in front of old Tanoa. I flung eyes! A little brownish-blackcloud, ics of a bygone generation,bnt not the
my arms wildly about and then dropped no bigger than one's hand, was tha one of my boyhood. Far away from
on the ground at his feet. I afterward monster that was thus devouring the the town and the busy haunts of men,
learned that he thought I was invoking landscape. We hastily secured the an- on the banks of a quiet, wooded creek,
the vengeance of the heaven on him imals in the shelter of the rocks, and it stood. Solitary, lonely, forsaken was
for the great peril I had passed through, came back to look. The cloud had al- the old mill No miller, no sacks of
and my prostration was to indicate ready spread quite across the plain and grain, no rumble of crude machinery ;
that he was the greatest of terrestrial valley, and was approaching with only a picture of desolation, and the
sovereigns. I really had no thought frightful rapidity. It was not more quiet and stillnessof the graveyard.
further than to ask that he would spare than five miles away. It swept along Its great oak timbers were wormeaten,
my life, though I had counted upon toward ns, with constantlyaccelerating decaying and leaning as if soon to totthe dramatic effect of my having re- speed, a bellying, portentous black wall ter and fall From its sides the rough
leased myself from my bonds and stood of dust, that sent long waving fingers boards wererotting and dropping away.
np to the zenith. Mile after mile of Upon the roof the rnde clapboards
before him.
“A wild shout went up from the mesa, and hill alter hill, disappeared in were slippingfrom their places, leavcrowd, and the king sat as though he its vast maw, until there was only one ing great holes, through' whioh, without
had never been more surprised in his rise left. This was swallowed np, and hindrance, passed the winds and rain.
life. If I had been down by the stone then, almost before we conld seek Creaking upon its one remaining woodI should have been finished off in a shelter, the storm was upon ns with a en hinge, the old door clattered and
minute, but at the feet of the King I shriek and a blast like the breath from banged to and fro with the wind. From
was safe until he ordered otherwise, as a cannon.
the solitary one*sash window of eightIn an instant everythingwas ob- by-ten lights the last glass was gone.
it would be highly improper for the

my

ma

_

almost screamed with pain. The
Jthn Brownlaydown to die—
fact that I didn’t screem seemed to im' His wife and chl dren gathered round—
A preacher IlnBerimr nigh—
press him favorably, and at a word
The only token of bis death
from him I was less rudely treated afA quiet, gentle sigh.
ter that. I wasn’t a particularly good
'"We'd like to live as did old Smith,
prize, os the hard fare on the ship had
Revered by all the town—
made me pretty thin, and my ribs fairBut when It comes to dying, wo’d
Prefer to die like Brown.
ly stuck out so you might count ’em. I
saw they disapproved of me, but probably they reasoned that half a loaf was
.Captured by Cannibals. better than no bread, and so they took
me along.
BY THOMAS W. KNOX.
“Three of tho natives escorted me
through the tropical forest while the
PART L
rest remained, probably with a view to
In many ways the world is rapidly making more captures if opportunity
'becoming prosaic. The age of chivalry offered, or to gather np whatever the
was gone long ago, if we may believe a ships crew should leave behind in paycelebrated writer; steam has destroyed ment for the privilege of taking water.
tike romance of the sea; the mystery We did not stop till we had gone a
of the unexplored regions of Africa ex- conple of miles back from the shore
ists no longer; the maelstrom is a and ascended a hill. Through a rift in
myth;' the sources of the nilehave the trees I saw the boat return to the
men visited and described, and even ship with the water casks, and in a littiie sea-serpent has fallen before the tle while the anchor was raised andihe
-mrching gaze of the star-eyedscience. -old craft sailed ont of the bay and stood
The Gar of Juggernaut,which once away to sea. I was alone with the can‘Ortahed hundreds of victims in its an4
nual processions, now remains harmless
“We waited for the men who had
in its temple; the cremation of living staid behind and as soon as they joined
widows at the sides of their dead hns- ns the march was* resumed. A little
lands is rigidly prohibitedthrough the before sunset we came to a village of
length and breadth of India; and the thatched huts, perhaps twenty or thirty
King of Uganda can to-day receive a in all, in a sort of irregular circle surdistinguishedvisitorwithout slaughter- rounding an open space ; in the center
ing a dozen countries in his honor. of this space was a raised platform over
The horrible fascinationthat clings to which was a thatched roof elevated on
the cannibal and the story of his per- posts about ten feet high. This was
iormancesis greatly drenmsoribed, as the council hall where all public busitike labors of missionaries and the ness was transacted ; it served as a
spread of commerce have demonstrated lounging place by day and also as an
that man can be put to better uses than hotel where strangerscould bo lodged
to be served np for provisions. Bat at night The sides of the structure
the cannibal still lingers in some parts were entirely open when we arrived,
-of the world, though he is only to be but in lees than a quarter o fin hour
found by those who seek him with great the building was completelyinclosed
diligence.
by strips of wide matting stretched beWithin the memory of those of ns tween the posts. I was made to under’Who have not yet passed beyond middle stand that I must remain in the council
life the inhabitants of the Feejee Is- hall, and to make sure that I did not
lands were noted for their habit of de- rnn away two of the natives were conwouring the bodies of their enemies, stantly at my side, or, rather, one was
-«nd also* under certain pirfnrantnnp^ constantlyat each side of me. They
those of their friends; since missiona- brought me some roasted bread fruit
wses and merchants were established and roasted cocoanuts,gave me a mat
titers and the Island became subject to lie on and another for covering, and
'to Great Britain, the British prejudices while never relaxing their vigilancetohave prevailed, and the practice is now ward me they treated me with kindness
confined to a few benighted tribes of and respect
’the interior. When the missionaries
part n.
began their teachings the natives gave
“I didn’t sleep well, yon may be sure,
ceedy approval to the Scriptural in juno- and what sleep I had was disturbed by warriors to mount the platform while scured. I peered through my half' tiou, “love your enemies," out they were
unpleasantdreams which seemed to his majesty was there. The seconds closed lids, and conld not see a sagedisappointed to learn that it had no ref- foreshadow my fate. But when wak- seemed like hoars while I waited for bush which I had noticed the moment
-crence to the love of a gourmet for a can- ing I consoled myself with the reflec- the King’s decision,which he finally before only a few feet distant. The air
wae-back duck. Tanoa, the old ruler of tion that I should have been no better gave:
was full of the dull roar of the battling
could barely hear the
tiie Feejees, and father of the late King off had I staid ou the whale ship and
“ 'The dead are dead, and shall be winds.
Thakombau. had a palate so delicate been subjected to the mate’s crualties. eaten ; the white man shall live.’
sound of onr voices when we shouted.
that he conld distinguishbetween the In the morning they fed me again with
“The bodies of those who had been Everything had been wiped away from
English sailor or the French one when bread fruit and cocoanut, to which killed were cooked and devoured; I the face of the earth, and a blur of gray
cenred at the fable, and he conld even was added a fish which had been was allowed to go about wherever I dust was all that remained. I could
’Home the people of the different islands roasted over the coals and was really pleased, but was always accompanied barely distinguish those nearest me
of the Feejees group when a slice of very good. The whole population, by two warriors.They offered to show through this strange mist The worst
each was placed before him. An ac- men, women, and children, came to me the ovens, but I hod no liking for of it lasted for about half an hour, I
quaintance of mine claims to have had look at me, and after a good deal of the horrible sight, and indicated mv should think, but the air was still full
a narrow escape from being the piece jabbering,of which I could not under- desire to get as far from it as I conld. of dust when we arrived home about
de resistance at one of Tanoa’s ban- stand a word, but which evidentlyre- Besides mv ineffable disgust, I was fear- two hours later. Such is a New Mexifqpnd all onr
quets, and of being taken to and into ferred to me, two of the men started ful that the King might change his can sand-storm.
tiie royal bosom. He told me the story through the forest in a direction oppo- mind, or that some of his subjects household goods covered with a mat of
one day when we were sailing over the site to the one whence we came. Then might take upon themselvesthe task from half an inch to an inch of impalPacific, and wondering if the good old the conference broke up, but for the of exeentionerand dispatch me without pable powder, whioh had sifted in
times of the cannibalswould ever come rest of the day 1 was an object of curi- the royal leave. Bnt I must do them through every craek and cranny. NothHarri8(M,in
osity,
•gain.
the justice to say that from that time ing had escaped.—
“I was on a whale ship,” said he,
"For three days I was kept a close on they never manifestedthe least de- Harper’s Magazine.
•nhat was cruising in the South Pacific prisoner and on the morning of the sire to harm
A flood Reason.
-and had pnt into the Feejees for water. fourth was taken through the woods by
“I was sent back to the village where
“Judge,”
said
a citizen, addressing a
The ship was old and leaky, the cap- a winding path, perhaps twenty miles, I was first taken after my capture,and
lin was a tyrant, the mate a brute, and to a large village, where hundreds of became the slaves of the chief, bnt my well-knownjustice, “I thought, from
the evidence,that ^our charge to the
every sailor on the ship was ready to natives were assembled as if for
slavery was of the lightest sort I was
• desert at the first opportunity.We
grand festival.The village surround- treated more like a companion than a jury wonld clear the prisoner, bnt inhad a chance to go into one of the ?d an open space 61 at least an acre in servant, possibly for the reason that as stead of that, you came ont plainly and
'•ponps where there were no caunibals, dxtent At one end of this space was a the Feeieeans can practically live with- said that he moat be hanged. You
3mt the captain knew that if he did mound or platform,perhaps eight feet out work there was very little work to certainly do not believe that be is
'there wouldn’t be a man of ns left. His high, ana in front of the platform was do; I learned a good deal of their lan- guilty.”
“No, don't lelieve that he is,” the
•only hope of holding on to a crew was a stone that looked like a large gate- guage, went with them in the forest
judge
replied.
t|rf having them choose between the Dost Old Tonoa and his principalof- and in pursuit of fish, and loitered
“Then why do you think ho should
•hip and the natives who would eat ficers were sitting on the moond just around the connoil-hall when there
be hanged?”
them up. The most frightful stories behind the stene; the natives, armed was nothing else to do.
"Well, I’ll tell you. I was very fa•ere told about the practices ef the with their dubs and spears, were scat“1 lived there nearly a year, and if I
^people,and not one of ns would venture tered over the level ground and wait- conld have been assured that there was vorably disposed toward him and was
about to advocate hia acquittal when
d • yard from the beach where we landed
ing for the terrible ceremoniesto be- no danger of being slaughtered and
t to get water. We kept the natives at a
gin.
eaten I should have been perfectly I heard that sometime ago he shot the
proprietor of a roller skating rink.”
• distance,aud made them understand
“I was led to the foot of the mound, willing to stay among those people the
.“But, my dear judge, you are not so
A wSi we would leavA pleniy of where half a dozen other prisoners, rest of my life. They were unwilling
partial to roller skaters, are you?”
^trinkets and old hoops bn the shore to their hands and feet securely tied with to have me leave them, and twice when
“It is not that* my dear air. He
pay for the water, we wouldn’t go near 2ords, were lying on the ground and at ships came in for Water they hurried
failed
to kill the feltyw.”— ArAansaio
• little creek on
the beach unless a word from the King I was similarly me away frpra the coast to make sure
WravelerMt''
that
I
did'
not
escape;
whether
they
a 80°<1 way off' frppi iL bound »nd placed bj their aid*. The
crowd opened so as to make a lane desired my society or were actuated by
Burglars have been finding ont
from the stone to the other end of the \he fear that I should tell about their lately that there is n good deal of danalterooou a party ol u. bad plaza, and that began the terrible cere- customs I never knew, but certainly ger in n safe robbery. _
till I
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The Old Water Mill.

of

The dam, in ruins, no longer turned
the stream aside nor prevented its free
flow in the channel Lazily the water
passed under the old mill, trickling
through gates that no longer opened or
olosed, and idly found its way through
wrecked waterwheels that never again
wonld revolve*
Mnch like the history of

hnman

tered in distant lands. Occupation
gone, friends dead, children scattered,
surrounded by a generation that knows
him not, living only in tho dead past,
tremulous with age, the old man leans
heavily upon his staff, and longs for the
peace and quiet of the gravo But the
old 'mill has gone down, the old watermill of my boyhood. Over yonder at
the village a new steam flouring mill
has gone up, and with “roller process”
and new-fangled, applianceshas come
to meet the demands of a faster, and,
let ns hope, better, age. — C. B. Johnson, in Chicago Current.

The Cochineal Industry.
The cochineal is a lam whioh feeds
upon the pulpy leaf of* the cactus, and
in the natural state looks like frost or
mold. The people of Gnatemala carefully scrape them off into gourds, and
the cells being full of purple blood

of dye stuffs ell

over the world, and

thousucU ol! people were

'!-P~

MM

a

the old mill Years ago
it had its long period of prosperity and
utility,and then passed mto disuse and
decay. Aud now like an aged man
seems the mill, like a man bent with
the burden of years, his hair whitened
with the frosts of many winters, his
face wrinkled and marred with the
footprints of time, his calling, once
followed with profit, now put among
the things of the past by a more progressive and inventive age, hia lifelong
associates gone, and his children scatlife is that of

engaged in

'

•v

an odd experience to live in a
where no horse sets its foot, and
through whose streets no cab or carriage ever passes. Ypu may walk all
. It io

city

over Venice, if you like, but you cannot
drive an inch. She affords ample accommodation for the pedestrian,but
her streets have no roadways, being all
sidewalk. From this novel state of
affairs the tourist at least derives one
advantage— he is freed .from the plague
of cabmen. The Venetian gonaoliers
resemble the ordinary Jehus that they
replace about as much as a dragon-fly
does a dung-beetle.They are a hardy,
• active, cheery set of men, civil and
obliging, limbed like Greek statues and
graceful as greyhounds.John of Bologna might have molded his incomparable Mercury from one of these lithe-
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The Care of Children.
Boston, Mass.— A leading medical

A 81SGULAR BOOK.

Venetian Gondoliers.

tir?

Brilliant

Truth.

•

[New York Cor. American Rare! Home.]
Chap. L "Has Malaria;” roes to Florida.
Chap. JL "OverwOrkad;"goes to Europe.
Chap. IQ. "Has Rheumatism;” roes to

Ems.
Chap. IV. Has a row with his dootorl
The above chapters,Mr. Editor, I find in a
book recently published bj an annoymous
author. I have read a deal of sarcasm In my
day, but I never read anything equal to. the
sarcasm herein contained. 1 suspect the experience portrayedla a personal one; in
short, the author intimatesas much on page
81. Letme give you a synopsis:
"Malaria,” as it states, is the cloak with
which superficial physicianscover up a multitude of ill feelings which they do not Understand, and do not much care to investigate. It Is also a oovsr for such diseases as
they cannot cure. When they advise their
pat.ent to travel or that he baa overworked,
and needa rest and is probably sufferfhg
from malaria, It is a confessionof ignorance
or of inability.The patient goes abroad.
Tbe change is a tonic, and for a time he feels
better. Cornea home. Vickie appetite, frequent headaches, severe colds, cramps, sleeplessness, irritability,tired feelings, and general unfitness for businessare succeeded in
due time by alarming attacks of rheumatism
which flits about his body regardlessof all

1

Love Sees R® Faalts,”
has been said; but, when a woman la
journal thinks it is about time mothers dragged down, emaciated,wan, and a shadow
sbonld know how seriously the health of of her former self, with never a cheerful
word, she can be no longer beautifulOr Wvar
children is imperiled by tne use of prepable. Nature may have boon generous In her
rations containing morphia and opium, and
gifts, and endowed her with all the charms of
given for the cure of colds and coughs. The her sex, but disease has erept in unawares
chemist of the Brooklyn Board of Health, and stolen the roses from her cheeks,the
Otto Grothe, Ph. D., a graduate of the Uni- luster from her eye, and the sunshine Irom
versity of Kiel, Germany, certifiesofficially her heart But jo be well again lies In your
that recentiy a harmless and yet effective own power. Take Dr. Pierce’s "Favorite
Prescription.” It, will ouroyou; thousands
article for each complaints has come to his
have been cured by It Nothing equals it for
notice. He refers to the newly discovered all the painful maladies and weaknesses peBed* Star Coggh Cure, which he found culiar to women. Price reduced to one dollar.
purely vegetable.
By druggists. $
it

,

Tux jackass would not hide his ears if he
oould. He thinks they look well enough.—
It ia commonly and rightly believed Ntw Orleant Picayune.
that citizens of the United States are
• • v A disease of so delicatea nature
not popular in Mexico, though nearly as Stricture ot tbe urethra, should only be inall are wrong in regard to the cause of trustedto those of large experience and skill.
By quf| improved methods we have been
ih e supposed dislike. It is supposed
enabled to speedily and permanentlyeuro
hat the Mexicans dislike us because hundred! of the worst cases. Pamphlet, refsome years ago we took part of their erences, and terms, three letter stamps.
erritory. A Frenchman is, however, World's Dispensary Medloal Association, 068
Main street, Buffalo, N, Y.
n high favor in Mexioo, in spite of the
•He that is familiar with curtain lectures
act that France but twenty years ago
ried to take the whole of the country. may not advocate stage effects, but he is
In favor of the drop curtain.—
The Frenchman is liked by rich and certainly
Yonkert Ckuettc.
poor, by educated and ignorant alike,
Important.
while the average American is liked by
none. The reason is that the French- When yon visit or leave New York City,
Baggage Express* ge and Carriage Hire, and
man there is always a gentleman.Like save
stop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand
the German, the Italian, and the En- Central Depot; 600 elegant rooms fitted np at a
glishman, all of whom are also liked, cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and
le enters the country thoroughly impressed with the idea that the country
can live better for less money at the Grand
belongs to the Mexicans; that they lies
Union than at any first- olass hotel in the oily.
have a right to be just as slow, as ignorant, and as peculiar as they please.
Care may kill a oat, but a boot-jack sent
The Mexican papers often talk of with proper precisionis more speedy in Us
Yankeeismo.It is useless to deny the action.

“The Yankeeismo.”

_

SmM
FOPL X>AXNV

Rheumatism, %ura)glaf Sciatica,
Lumbago, Backache, Hetdach*, Toethaehe,

in AU OTMta BODILY PAW
fine
MS
Dranlati anS DoUr* rrtrrwlwr*. 701? Owla AbaMBh
development of form is due to their ocMmOoMlBllUacMim.
TBI CHABLEh A. VOOELE* t».
cupation,their habit of rowing stand•MA.Tooauaaoo.) mn— rs.XA^fl.a.l.
ing, developing and exercising every
muscle in the frame from throat to
heel. As a class they are the cleanliest set of men to be found among the
lower orders of Europe. The watery
human feelings.
ways on which their days are spent
It is muscular— in bis back. Articular— in
send up no cloud of dust or dashes of Ms joints. Inflammatory, myl how bd fears
mud to sully their neat and picturesque it will fly jo his heart! Now off be goes to
the springs. The doctor sends him thsre, of
attire. Their hands and faces, bronzed course,to get well; at the same time be dees
to as dusky a tint as the sun and the not really want him to die on his hands
That would hurt his business 1
wind can j-ossibly impart to the human
Better for a few days. Returns. After
epidermis, and their crisp, curly dark
a while neuralgia transfixes him. He bloats;
locks are as free from soil and' as well cannot breathe;has pneumonia; oanuot
kept as are those of any high-bred walk; oannot sleep on his Isft side; is fretgentleman. The costume of a gondo- ful; very nervous and Irritable; is pale and
flabby; has frequent chills and fevers; evlier of the better class would be a handerything about him seems to go wronf: besome one to adopt for a fancy-dress comes suspicious;musters up strength and
existence of such a thing in Mexico.
THE MODEL THEATER,
ball, since it is very characteristic, and demands to know what is killing him
XT XS TBJD
"Great heavens!” he cries, "why have you The American bristles with it at every
yet simple and sufficientlyin accordturn. It consists in a feeling of infinite tt Is Located In Chicago, nod MoVlckar’s Blood Purifier 9 Health Restorer.
kept me so long in Ignorance?”
ance with a gentleman’s every-day suit
"Became,” tald tbe doctor,"I read your superiority which is never at a loss for
Is Its Name.
It never fails to do Its work In eases of
to be worn without awkwardness. It fate flvo years ago. I thougnt best to keep
Ha, Blltouanese,Constipation, Hen*»
a way to show itself. Its milder mani(From the Chicago Inter Ocean.]
consists of a loose double-breasted you comfortable and Ignorant of the facts.”
meue.
loss of Appetite and Sleep, Nerronp
The work of reformation at MoVioker’s Debility, Neuralgia* and aR Vernal#
Re dismisseshis doctor, but too late 1 His festations are a supercilious,arrogant
jacket of dark-blue cloth, with trousers
fortune has all gone to fees.
air, impatience with the native’s slow- Theater has been so quietly conducted Complaints. Hops A Malt Bittersis a Vsgs** to match. The jacket is closed with
But him, what becomes of him?
ness and lack of familiarity with our that most people will be surprised to find tsbls Compound. It is a medicine not a Ballroom Drink. It dlfleraas widely as dom
two rows of large, highly polished The other day a well-known Wall Street
business methods, and general conand night from tbe thonsand-and-on#
how radical it has been. While the two day
brass buttons,and is bound around the banker said to me, "It is really astonishing
how general Bright's disease is becoming. tempt for everything that is not up to upper stories were building to the public mixtures of His Whisky flavoredwith
edges and around the cuffs and collar Two of ray personal friends are now dying
aromatics. Hop* A Malt, Bitters U recomoar ideas of progress. In its grosser view, the interior of the theater was un- mended by Physicians,ministers soft
and pockets with cloth of a blue two of it But It Is not incurable, 1 am certain,
form Yankeeismo is a feeling that the dergoing the reconstructive process which N arses as being the Best Family Medicine sysr
shades lighter than the hue of the gar- for my nephew was recentlycured when his
compounded. Any woman or child can take II#
physicians said recovery was Impossslble. whole country really beloigs to the has made it one of the most delightful aument itself. glazed sailor's hat, The
"From my knowledge of Its ingredients,t»dsr
ditoriumsthat may be found anywhere. no clrcuma tances can it injure any one usutg it
case seems to me to be a wonderful one.” United States, and that it is only a
around the crown of which is passed a This gentleman formerly representedhis
matter of a few years at most until we From stage to dome the remodeling and It contains no mineralor other deleterious anbribbon of the lighter shade of blue, governmentin a foreigncountry. He knows,
stance. Possessing real merits,tbs remedy Isshall possess it, and that in the mean- redecorating hns been carried ao far that,
with long, floating ends, forms the appreciates,and declares the value of that
with
the single exception of the balcony
because bis nephew, who Is a time it is in the temporary possession
head-gear. Sometimes a felt hat, with preparation,
.sweep and the supporting columns, nothing
son of 'Danish Vice Consul Schmidt was pro- of a set of barbarians who are entitled
The only Genuine are manufactured by ihpremains to suggest the old auditorium, and
a melon-shapedcrown, the brim curv- nounced Incurablewhen the Remedy, Warto no considerationfrom the real own- these will not be recognized as famH0P8 ft MALT BITIEftl C0.t Detroit,
ing deeply over the brow and at the ner's safe cure, was begun. "Yes," said bis
ers.— Correspondencei^eio York Even- iliar hecanse of the novel surroundfather,
"1
was
very
skeptical
but
since
takback of die head, is adopted, but the
ing that remedy the boy is well.”
ing Post
ings of which they have been made a part.
ribbon is never absent. A sash of
I regret to note that ex President Arthur
One of the most important alterations,une
cloth, matching the jacket and trousers,
is said to be a victim of this terrible disease.
When on the HlgM Seas,
that will not he perceived by the majority
and with long ends finished with white Ho ought to live, but the probabilitiesare On the rail, on a steamboat, aboard a fishing of the patrons ot the honse, was the elevaR. U.
that since authorizedremedies can not cure
worsted fringe, is tied around the him,
•
his physicianswill not advise him to smack, or yachting on tha coaat, Hoatetter’s tion of the gallery ceiling by several feet,
waist, the ends falling at the left side. save his life, as so many thousands have Btomach Bitters will be found a reliable means by means of which that portion of the house
Lorilkrd's Ollan Flog,
Sometimesthe jacket is piped with red, done, by the use of Warner*! safe cure, of averting and relieving ailments to which has been made os comfortable as any other
or with the same dark blue as the which Gen. Christiansen,at Drexel, Morgan travelers,mariners, and emigrantsare peculiarly part. This was done in conformity with
A Co.’s, told me he regarded “as a wonderful
subject. Bea captains,ship doctors, voyagers, Mr. McVicker’sidea that all patrons of his
cloth whereof it is composed; but the remedy.”
house should be entertainedagreeably and
style I have just described is the most
Well I suspect the hero of the book cured or sojourners In the tropics,and all about to enwithout suffering unpleasant annoyances,
himself
by
the
same
means.
The
internal
counter
unacclimated,
and
unaccustomed
or
IFOR
usual, and is also the prettiest. It
evidence points vety strongly to this conclu- dangerous climate, should not neglect to avail whether they paid $1.50 for admissionor
WILL BUY A
opens at the throat, showing a collar
only 25 Cents. For the same reason he has
sion.
NEW UPRIGHT OR 8QUARC
themselves
of this safeguard of well ascertained
and white necktie,both scrupulously I cannot close my notice of this book better
furnished to every portion of the house,
and long-triedmerit Constipation,biliousclean, as are also the white cuffs visible titan by quoting his advice to his readers:
gallery included,separate retiring rooms for
ness,
malarial
fevers,
Indigestion,
rheumatism,
"If, my friend, you have such an experibeneath the loose sleeves, the linen
ladies and gentlemen, and stationeda water
ence as I have portrayed,do not put your and affections of the bladderand kidneys are
fountain for the supply of ice water upon
being coarse in quality, but of snowy trust in physiciansto tbe exclusion of othor
among the ailments which it eradicates,and it
whiteness.I have been told that the remedial agencies. They have no monopoly may be resorted to not only with confidence In every landing. These attentions, tosame dainty neatness prevails in their over disease, and 1 personally know that its remedial efficacy, but also in its perfect free- gether with the seating arrangements
many of them are so very ‘conscientious* dom from every objectionable ingredient, since and the unique plan of ventilationintrohomes, and that a gondolier’s ordinary
that they would far prefer that their patients it is derived from the purest and most salutary duced, will certainlytend to make this
meal of fried fish and polenta is served should go to heaven direct from tholr power- sources. It counteractsthe effect*of unwhole- theatera model in the care of patrons. The
on as spotless a tablecloth, and with less hands than that they should be saved to some food and water.
ventilatingsystem referred to is rather comknives and forks and plates and earth by the use of any ‘unauthorized*
plicated, but it may be sufficientlyexmeans.”
Corn Shflllers and Road Bradart.
Privateering.
v glasses as well washed and shining as
plained in a few words: By a series of
And that the author’scondemnationis too
ducts and revolving fans the air, which has
are similar articles in a palace. — Lucy true, how many thousandsduped, and yet
In the Congress of Paris, 1856, all
first been purified by passing through a CO., Marssl'les, La Salle Co., 111.
rescued, as he was, can personallytestify?
Hooper's letter.
the great Powers of Europe, together
filterof charcoal and gravel,is conveyedto
with Turkey, and, later, forty other the top of tile building and forced down- |
REWARD Afik THE VICTOR
Association of Odors.
states, agreed to the abolition of
... aa? aiaehiM fculllai
The Plano.
__ d into the auditorium through large in- I eUaalai
M for aarktt a# aacb
)rivateering, and to the rales which dnetion tubes. The air is not only forced Clever Saed la OKS DAY
The Bonee of smell, by detectingbad
Any hard substance,no matter how
aa lb«
odors, may enable ns to guard against small, dropped inside a piano, will cause irotectedneutral commerce and con- in by pressure, but it is drawn downward
danger to onr health. It may also ex- a rattling, jarring noise. It is, in every :ined wars as far as practicable to by suction of fans located beneath the aubelligerents. The United States re- ditorium and carriedoff through innumer- HULLER.
cite pleasurableemotions and recall the
case, desirable that an India rubber or
fused to accept the rale abolishing able exits at regular intervals about the niaiirat#4etm
associations of younger days.
cloth cover should protect the instruhouse and under the seats. This keeps tar mailed flrw.
privateering, unless there were accom‘The smell of violets,hidden in the green.
ment
from bruises and scratohes. The
going a continuoussupply of fresh, pure
Aa« JE*
vauve _
Poors back into my empty soul and frame
panied with it a stipulationof the inair without creatinga draft, and prevent!
piano should not be placed in a damp
The time when I remembered to have been
violability of private property on the the dust and refuse particles of the floor
Joyful and free from blame.
room or left open in a draught of cold
An instance is on record of a lawyer air. Dampness is its most dangerous sea, excepting only contraband of war. rising into the atmosphere to be inhaled.
whose delight was to get within range enemy, causing its strings and toning The United States during the war of In winter,by the same process,heated air
the rebellion offered to accede to the will be supplied. It may be well to state
of a farmyard. And why ?
pipes to rust, the cloth used in conHis childhoodhad been spent amid struction of the keys and action to declaration of Paris, without the con- that boilers,furnaces, and all fire appliances have been removed from the theater
the sights, sounds, and scents that sur- swell, whereby the mechaniam will dition it had before demanded. The
building to one across the alley, and
proposed
separate
conventions,
howround the farm-house ; and so the famil- move sluggishlyor often stick altogethas all the lightingwill be done by electric
iar ammoniacalexhalationscarried him er. This occurs chiefly in the summer ever, on this subject fell throngh. No burners, there is no danger by fire tabs
back to the green fields and rustic season, and the best pianos are neces- letters of marque were issued by the apprehended. Nevertheless, as a further
American Government during the civil precaution againstany possible contingenpleasures of his youthful home.
sarily affected by dampness, the absorpcy, a heavy twenty-inchfire wall has been
The writer himself met with an in tion being rapid. Extreme heat being war, though authorized by Congress.
built underneath,dividing the etageand
dividual whom the noisome smell of scarcelyless injurious, the piano should
anditorium
spaces, so there is no chance
Fine
feelings,
without
vicor
of
reasulphurettedhydrogen gratifiedand not be placed very near an open fire o:
son, are in the situation of the extreme for a fire to spread in that way from stage
pleased.
heated stove, nor over or close to the
to anditorium. But if there are timid ones
His explanationwas that many of his hot-air furnace. Moths are very de- feathers of a peacock’s tail— dragging who think even these measuresinsufficient
in
the
njnd.
happiest days were spent as a student structiveto the cloth and felt used in
to reassure them, they will find consolation
in a well-known chemical laboratory, the piano, and may be kept out of it
Tbe great diaphoretio and anodyne, for in the fact that the auditorium has been so
; where certainly that smell prevailedto
by placing a lump of camphor, wrapped oolda, levers, and (hilammatory attacks, is arranged that each one of its seven aisles
an unusual extent
in soft paper, in tbe inside of it, care Dr. Pierce’s Compound Extract of Smart- leads directly to an exit, and that each exit
also, cures colic, cramps, cholera mor- opens straight upon the street or alleys.
A French author tells ns of a young being taken to renew it from time to Weed;
bus, diarrhoea, and dysentery,or bloody-flux. There are twenty-three exits of this delady who loved beyond all perfumes the time. Many persons are aware of the Only 50 cents.
__
scriptionthroughout the house.
smell of old books.
great importance of having their pianos
Mr. MoVicxer feels satisfied that this will
Don’t undertake to kiss a furious woman;
Perhaps, with affeotionate solicitude, kept in order, and tuned only by a combe pronounced the model the iter of the
risk not a smack in a storm.
she had been the constant attendant petent tuner. A new piano sbonld be
country, and, in order to have that said by
po*tAgejW«.
••Pat up” at the Gaalt House.
upon some old bookworm of a father tuned at least once every three or four
the profession as well as by the public, he
The business man or touristwill find first- has made the improvements behind the
or guardian, and hence the leathery months during the first year, and at
class accommodations
at tbe low price of $8
mnstiness took her back to days when,
stage conform with those in front
longer intervals afterward.
and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, ChicaA general invitationis extended to peo’ quietly happy, she seemed to recognize
go, corner Clintonand Madison streets. This
ple living outside of the city to inspect this
in the dusty tomes living and trusty
far-famed
hotel
is located In the center of the
Farms on the Baltic#
city, only one block from the Union Depot. model theatey when visiting Chicago.Here
friends.
the play can be enjoyed with a feelingof
A more beautiful farming country Elevator;all appointments first-class.
Many a person sick in the city has
Hoyt k Gates. Proprietors. safety by all lovers of first-class drama.
does
not
exist
than
that
along
the
been carried back to the simple days of
youth by the odor of apple-blossoms. southern shore of the Baltic. No fences I have been bothered with catarrh for Aa a Cnre for 8or« Throat and Cough*,
The past comes back again in the odors mark the boundaries of the fertile farms about twenty years. I could not tell bow "HroiOTi’a Bronchial Trochu” have been
which stretch away over the rolling many different remedies I have tried, and thoroughly tested, and maintain their good
that live in memory.
none seemed to reach my case like Ely’s
hills to the distant horizon, all aglow
A Specialist for Ceven Years Past#
Cream Balm. I bad lost my smell entirely reputation.
There is still living in the North of with yellow grain. At intervals a for tbe last fifteen years, and I bad almost
Ha* treated prow and its complication* with maMorphine Habit Cared In 10
out wonderful auoceas nae* reiretable remedieaan*
Scotland an old lady who can give the clump of trees, often seen intensely lost my hearing. My eyes were ifcttlng so
tlreiy birml— *. Remove* all symptoms of drover
dim 1 had to get some one to thread my
dark
against
the
ripe
grain,
shows
where
in eight to twenty day*.
.... _ . enrions visitors who sometimesdrop in
needle. Now I have my bearing as well as 1
Cure* patient* pronouncedhopeless by tbe bast eft
Situation*
on her an interestingglimpse of Lord a farm-house stands, and giant wind- ever bad, and I can see to thread as fine a TELEOMPHY
physician*.
rLABlFBEX.
Byron. When the century was young mills swing their sails on the highes needle as ever I did, and my smell Is partly reVALKNTINt? BROS.. Janesvllto, Wla.
syruppear, and In tea d*y« at
hill-tops.
The
highway,
a
finely
bail', stored, and it teems to be improving all the
tom* are removed.
__
she accompaniedtwo or three holidaytime. I think tbero Is nothing like Ely’s
makers to Glamis Castle, then thrown chanssee, leads straight across the conn- Cream Balm for Catarrh.— Mrs. E. E. Grimes,
trv,
only
curving
to pass through some 67 Valley street, Hendrill Perry Co., Ohio.
open to visitors,and, at the entrance,
fear fell upon them. By-and-by a village. Mountain ash, birch, am
Fob dyspepsia, indigestion,depressionof
handsome cavalier with a club foot, cherry trees border the road in an un spirits,and general debility in their various
broken
rank.
In
the
ditches
and
by
evidentlya guest at the castle, saunforms; also, as a preventiveagainstfever and
ague, and other Intermittent fevers, tbe
tered np the walk and took in the situa- the roadside grow countlessvarieties o
" Fbrro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calif aya,”
tion at a glance. He put his arm wild flowers— a perfect paradise for the
made by CaawelL Haaard ft Co., of New Y ork,
•botanist.
'
From
the
highest
hill
the
around the prettiestgirl’s waist, and
and sold by all druggists, la the best tonic;
drove the others giggling up the steps eye meets to the south a succession o
and for patients recovering from fever or
and into the hall, where he even signed grain fields. To the north, beyond the
their nAmes in the visitors’ book for soft undulations of the cultivated hills,
theta; Gray axe now the locks through the Baltic shimmers in the strong sunwhich the poet’s fingers wandered;but light, a narrow line, sharp at the horilimbed, sinewy oarsmen. Their
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Lippdkjwt’i Magazine for Jalf opens

"On

iKiUl a freah

and long initalimeatof

This Side,”

which few reader* will be

likely to pats oter

lji

quest of more enter-

taining matter. No aerial daring the pres-

$12,000.00

ent year has excited wider interest or been

m.

Tem-

more nnanimoualy commended. "A

ple Pilgrimage, ^ by Henry F. Reddall,

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligatipns to creditors.

describe* very delightfully the buildings

and purlieus of those famous inn* of

m

Middle and Inner Temple, so

• ceurt, the

rich

and

extendingfrom

tloii%

Cru-

the day* of the

saders to those of Goldsmith,

DjckeQt, “The Next

81

Lamb and

Vacation,” by Alice

WellingtonRollins, offers
to

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

historical and literary associa-

summer tourists in

CMing,

In Dry Goods,

tempting bait

a

Gents' Furnishing Goods, and Boots and Shoos.

its fascinating de-

scriptionof the scenery of the Great Lakes
i.-,

and the varied incidents of the inland

g-’r

voyage from Buffalo or Detroit to Du-

l!

luth. “The Pioneer* of the Southwfi*t,,

Ami Winter

is the first of two historical papers by
Edmund Kirke. An article by J. Bunting, on the late Joseph J. Mlckley, the

POWDER

well-known obllectorof coins, autographs

Ladies are invited to call and examine the stock of

Absolutely Pure.

many kinds, and a man of
and charm of mind,
will Interest readers ot kindred tastes and
purauita, while those who like sea aporto
snd a dub of adventure will find atlractioh in “The While Whalers,” by 0. F.
bolder. Miss Tincker’s “Aurora*’ is
brought to a satisfactory conclusion in
this number, which also contains aome
snd

«'

Reduced Faces.

Suits of Clothes at Greatly

rarities of

singular simplicity

This
tls powder never variee. A marvel of purity,
•Iran
igth and wholesomeness. More economical
thani the ordinarykinds, and cannot be eold in
competition with the multitnde of low teat, short
weight, alum or phosphatepowders.Sold only In
cans. Rotai. Bakiiq Powdu Co., 108 Wsl-st Ji.Y.

New

Winter Dress Goods,

&-A.TS
tutps
In large

Style Priets, 1 Dress Patterns.

C-AJPS

-A-ISTID
numbers will be sold at a great

sacrifice.

capital short stories and anecdotal papers.

An End

^.i

to Bone Soyaping.

Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg,11).,
says: “Having received so mnch benefit
from Electric Bitters, I feel it my duty to
let suffering humanity know it. Have
bad a running sore ou my leg for eight
years; my doctors told me I would have to
have the bone scraped or leg amputated.
I

The OreatastMedical Trinmph of

now sound and

leg Is

- per

and Bucklen’sAruica Salve

.

well."

at 25c.

—

box by H. Walsh.

—

a

CONSTIPATION.

the

mm

methods in which some of our forefathers

we

ington’s First Correspondence”

hair

Gx at Hair or Whimurs changed to a
lossy Black by a single application of
lUx Dte. It imparts a natural color, acts
instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent by express on receipt of pi.
Ofifloo, 44 Murray St., N«w York.

gained their education,while in “Washcan

road the first letter ever written ky the

Father of his Country ; “Among the Law-

MSmSMI

tertaining description of the organization
g:

of our National

Government from

time

the

WYNHOFF

orated in

a

act is specially

Bell/ by E. 8. Brooks; in the Letter Box,
are

some

relieveall bil*

ouatroublea.

“The Liberty

stirring poem,

Purslj Vifgoiable; HoQriplig. Pilot Be.

A&

a

full

eome young

Americana who no doubt often indulge in
while the third paper of the “Historic

away back to

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

Goods

the

delivered
WYNHOFF.
B.

’’Clotilda of Borgnnda: the Girl

of

Holland, June

14,

1888.

French Vineyards/and Mozart is
Bach
to Wagner” biographett*.The frontispiece, entitled “The Pet Fawn,” la from a
drawing by Mary Hallock Foote, and
there la a number of bright short atories
and poems by Lanra E. Richards, Helen

sell dwellingbonse consisting of seven
rooms in good repair, also ootbonseof 14x28 feet,
at a bargain . Reason, too far away from my place
of business. Boom and lot located on Ninth 8t.,
betweenPine and River streets.
J. R. KLEYN.

Gray

E.

of the

Splendid Bargain.

the subject of this month’s “froip

Cone,

win

52-tI

Alice Wellington Rollins,

.

Irene Putnam, and othera; while the popular serial atories by

.....

.....

Ague Cure

is

-

—

warranted

to

cure

all malarial disorders,when the directions

are faithfullyfollowed.

Evmv the
Only four

alphabet is

ruralizing.

letters remain in »‘town.”—

N. 7. A/ews. But there are only ten in
“the country ;” so where are the rest?—
Whitehall Times.

Some

are in the forest;

SODA

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, operating through
the blood, radically cures every scrofulous taint or Infection.

New

and

BOOTS & SHOES

In

-

B. T. ROGERS, Master.
Will leave Holland at So. m., on SUNDAY,
TUESDAY and THURSDAY, for Saugatuck and
Chlttgo. Returnln*. will leave O'Connor’S dock,
north end Rush-et bridge at 8 p.m.
CHAS. E. BIRD.

Clerk.

COME"

ND
AND

_____
SEE 8Me!

PETER
Holland, April 22, 1885.

DUTCH SETTLEMENT
Frederiksen &

Co.,

IN

U. WILMS.
12-1 y

MINNESOTA

!

Frins & Zwanenburg

offer to sell to the public 34,000 acres of land in tbe counties
of Renville, Kandiyohi and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
lands are onl^ about 100 miles west of 8t. Paul and Minne
tpolis, is finely adapted to Agriculture, the breeding- of cat;le, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicagb,
Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhaven, on the
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis <fc Manitoba R. R.
The price is, from $6 to $8 per acre, easj terms, interest at 7
per cent. All agricultural products, which are raised in Iowa
thrive upon these lands and compare favorably with any products raised in this country, and, being raised near large

command

a

high price.

Wood

and coal can be had cheap.

of

SEWED

I also

keep on hand a

full line

CALL AND SEE US.
NO.

My

46,

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

Holland, Mich.,

March.

HEROLD.

18,

1884.

stock of

SILVERWARE
la

unsurpassedIn

will give full information.
First-class return tickets from Chicago, Milwaukee,

of

Spectacles!

$8.60.

HUNTLEY.

1883.

H. WYKHUYSEN,

. B. TAYLOR,

trip,

27,

will help, financially, during the first years, the building
Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.
Beat in the World.
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will show these
among which are the celebrated
lands free to all who desire to look them over, and as he
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at a low rate.
. The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.
—dealer
7
GROYER HAND
G. Hoeksema, pastor Muskegon; J. G. Van Putten, merchant,
Holland; W. 0. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. !.
Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H. Rogers, editor, Holland; O.
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Repairing promptly and neatly
Dok, butcher, Holland; all of whom have seen the land to
done
Ladies’ and Gents’ Loekets,
their entire satisfaction,and have given us permission to publish that they find the foregoing to be true, and that they

I

Commodious

f2.00. Round

Holland, May

We

Jewelry and Clocks.

Fare,

i

SHOKS.

others in the sea.— 0# City Derrick.

HOLUND-SAUGATUCK-CHICAGO
STEAMBOAT LINE /

Dealer In the leading
Ing claw of agriculturalImple™.ch_M Engines, Threrhen,
3’hei
Saw Mills,
Sejf-bimiing
»dii„ Reapers,
*ra, lowers, Buges. Wagons, Plows,
1, Spring
Ifooth
T<ootb Harrows, all
Iprls
S'ist Farmers need except
cept money,
moi
and that yon
by buying
can make by
buying of me aa I will sell very reasonable. Fair dealing and
vv
WindJItili,

Office and Shop on River street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

has just received a large stock ef the latest
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
cities,

to in-

crease in interest with each installment.
......

HEROLD,

J. T. Trowbridge

and William M. Baker, all continue

Ayer’s

_

made and

furnished.

snow-bail fighting on the Fourth of July,

Girle” series, takes ns

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc.,

always on hand.

I

Hand Hailing, Sash

Doors, Blinds,

CROCKERY

These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

“The

ant Schwatka, however, tells us in

Children of the Cold” of

time

ished and completed.

aud complete line of

Needle Gas Lamp.

into practical American sailors. Lienten-

all

of buildings, fin-

JA8.

American girl of the olden time; and in
“A School Afloat,” Ensign Gibbons, of
the Navy, and Charles Barnard explain
bow patriotic American boys are made

!

Porcelaln-llned,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder

Stairs,

Snob*

brave

Wells

and all tbe diflerent kinds of pumps.plpe and iron.

spirited verses describingthe

heroic act of Elizabeth Zane,

Wool!! Drire

Etc., In endless variety.

Secure Healthy
to the Livei

commem-

pendence, which

CeMil

•

Dress Goods, Table Linens, Planing and Re-sawing
Skirts, Hosiery, White .Goods,
done on short notice.

that the bell of Carpenter’s Hall rang oat
the good news of the Declaration of Inde-

*

AND WOODEN PUMPS,

Estimates given for

the store of J

WILIMIS
of

Manufacturer

kinds

A

makers” contains an instructive and en-

EC.

IP.

going ou in the stock of

at

B.

D

ptodutg

HUNTLEY,

Dry Goods & Groceries,

decidedly patriotic flavor. The
fished, ami byiheir T-'nlfli

JAS.

Wilis'
is

are especially adapted
to such cases, one dose effects such a
change of feeiingasto astonish the snfferer*

number opens with an interesting sketch
by Edward Eggleston, eotitled,"A school
of long ago/ which shows us the old
t’

22, 1885.

Genuine Cyclone

TUTTS PILLS

St. Nicholas for July, has very prop-

erly

Holland, Mich., Jan.

TORPID LIVER.

Electric Bitters sre sold at fifty cents a
bottle,

and

Aft!

Lot* of appetite* Dowels costive, Pain ia
the head, with a dnll ecneation la Ike
back part* Pain under Ike nbonlderblade* Fnllnese after eating*with a disinclinationto exertion of body or mind*
Irritability of temper* Lowaplrlte* with
a feeilng of having neglected some dnty*
Weariness*Dizziness* Flattering at the
Heart, Dots before the eyes* Headache
over the right eye* Beetleseneis* with
fltfcldreams. Highly colored Urine, and

used, Instead, three bottles of Electric

my

tfaa

SYMPTOMS OP A

Bitters and seven boxes Bucklen’sArnica
Salve, and

GET BEST BAHOAIITS
ES. «T. Harrington..

COIMIE EAR/Lir

25 YEARS

Particular attention 1* called to the fact
that all my goods are fl»frcl|ia and
sold at low

Luf,

Fuu Cut

3

w
.....

' ""

City,

to our

lands,

we

sell for

S

ten

dollars

only. Excursions will leave these places under our own
management. Return tickets from Holland, Muskegon,
Grand Haven and Grand RaDids for seventeen dollars onlv.
wu aim juuge iui* yourseu, w me or apply w

FREDERICKS#

this clty..n|?l|'

Ron

and Orange

& CO

